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FORWARD 
 
After a dozen close encounters with bellydancing in places as far as from my home as Israel and as 
close as East Hartford, Connecticut, it completely captured my imagination in 2001 while I was 
teaching a university course on the anthropology of dance. I met two students who drew my 
attention: one was Crystal Silmi who was then at the beginning of her career as a professional 
bellydancer; the other was a student whose name I don’t recall. Crystal introduced me to a 
regionally important bellydance variation, American Tribal Style® through her evocative final paper 
and performance. I couldn’t wait for the term to end—and grades turned in—so I could start classes 
myself. The second student wanted to write a paper on bellydance and asked if I could refer her to 
some literature. I had not one clue where to direct her. Thus began my studies of bellydance: what is 
it, where is it from, what is its history, and why is it so popular today. From Cairo To California: A 
Concise History of Bellydance in Egypt and America is the result.  
 
Faced with the complex, multi-national history of bellydance, I have attempted to create a single-
source, comprehensive story of the evolution of bellydance. I have not attempted to reveal anything 
new about its history, merely to bring together the essential elements of the story as told by 
bellydancer’s themselves. Written in an easy-to-read language, it is intended for anyone who is a 
interested in the study of dance, women, anthropology, social history, or cross-cultural phenomenon. 
YouTube links to videos of each style and each dancer are embedded in the PDF. You can also 
access the playlist at https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL403EF05A03015F52. 
 
In order to provide the reader with a personal connection to this history, I chose to tell the story, to 
the degree possible, by way of the particular women and men who risked engaging in its 
development. I say “risk” because in both Egypt and the United States—the twin foci of this book—
dancing in public has historically incurred harassment, and in Egypt, even arrest.  
 
The names of many of the Egyptian dancers introduced here are repeatedly referenced in the 
creation of bellydance histories. These repetitions, however, generally fail to include any 
understanding of the facts of their lives. Masabni, Carioca, Kayriah Mazin, et al have become iconic 
figures representing important historic moments in bellydance history. Symbolically, they embody a 
mythological past when the dance was seemingly more pure or authentic. Likewise, the awalim and 
the dancers of Muhammad Ali Street are known only as amorphous phantoms. By taking a closer 
look at some of the actual people who inhabit our collective history, and by putting those individuals 
into their social and historic contexts, we can gain greater perspective on how bellydance styles, 
techniques, and meanings have evolved in Egypt. 
 
The individuals I introduce from the American history were chosen for different reasons.   
 
When I first started this project, I was interested in writing about the evolution of bellydance in 
Northern California, where I began my study. But to do so would have left its wider presence in the 
U.S. absent, leading to the impression that bellydance existed only along the California coastline. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. After exploring some influential East Coast dancers, I was 
delighted to discover Serena Wilson who’s experiences began with Ruth St Denis, who was inspired 
by the images of Salome, and who helped define modern American bellydance.  
 
The evolution of what is currently called Tribal Fusion bellydance, began in the San Francisco region. 
Tribal bellydance has transformed the dance scene pretty radically. That history is well established 
and I have merely drawn the threads together to give you a sense of its aesthetic development and 
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its links to feminist self-empowerment. The Salimpour legacy, Caroleena Nericcio, and 
others are included in this history. 
 
In addition to the specific dancers, I also provide short sections on subjects ancillary to 
bellydance history. Again, I took my lead from bellydance storytelling, hence the 
inclusion of early modern dancer, Ruth St. Denis who is linked to development of an 
Orientalist aesthetic in dance. Salome is another historical figure whose image and 
aura are studied by bellydancers. I also include sections on Gypsy/Rom whose 
histories are largely misunderstood. A version of this section was published in The 
Bellydance Reader published by Gilded Serpent. Again these are references made 
frequently in bellydance literature and require some explanation for those unfamiliar 
with the terms. The Glossary includes brief definitions of these and other relevant 
terms. 
 
My qualifications for writing this history include a doctorate in cultural anthropology, a 
life-long passion for dance and its histories, and a dozen years studying bellydance. 
My scholarly interests have always been inspired by my corporeal experiences: I wrote 
my doctoral dissertation on how a sense of community is produced through the 
kinesthetic practice of aikido, an esoteric Japanese martial art. Aikido Sensibilities, 
examines the tactile and kinesthetic experiences embedded in aikido techniques and 
how those experiences are guided by aikido’s ethical principles. I described how the 
very physicality of aikido combines with its principles of “loving protection” and non-
competitiveness combine to produce a sense of group solidarity or community. While 
Cairo to California is not written in that level of academic style (with its attendant 
jargon and theory-making), it is founded on solid research and direct experience with 
American bellydance styles. 
 
In addition, I constructed and taught academic courses on dance in cross-cultural 
perspective at San Jose State University and University of California, Santa Cruz. In 
2009, I created a blog entitled “Dance Doc’s Think Tank” as a neutral forum for my 
further examination of bellydance and American culture. As I conducted research to 
satisfy my own curiosity about bellydance—and to enhance my ability to write 
knowledgeably on my blog—I found no single-source that could layout a basic history 
and demonstrate its emergence in Egypt and the United States. So I began to write 
the book I wish I could have read all those years ago. 
 
I began my corporeal study of bellydance in 2001 as a student of Palika Bender and 
Helené Stakem in Santa Cruz. I performed for a short while with a few local companies 
and occasionally perform as a soloist at local bellydance performing venues. I have 
made a point of exploring a variety of bellydance styles and related traditions: 
American Tribal Style, Gothic Tribal, Gypsy/Rom, Egyptian and American cabaret, 
Turkish kashlima, Moroccan schikhatt, Saudi Arabian kheliji, Alexandrian Melaya leff, 
and Tunisian and Algerian folkloric. I also studied with many of the luminaries you will 
encounter in this book including Aisha Ali, Rachel Brice, John Compton, Kajira 
Djoumahna, Hala Fauzi, Carolena Nericcio, Suhaila Salimpour, Aepril Schaile, and, of 
course, Crystal Silmi. I have been a regular visitor to Tribal Fest™ in Sebastopol, CA 
since 2002. In 2011, I attended Karim Nagi’s intensive 3-day Arab Music and Dance 
Seminar, Raqs Egypt, in San Francisco, CA which provided me with kinesthetic 
experiences of many Egyptian styles and allowed me to hear directly from its 
contemporary artists. 
 
For my research, I relied on several published books of good reputation in the 
community, especially: Buonaventura, Wendy Serpent of the Nile: Women and Dance 
in the Arab World; van Nieuwkerk, Karin A Trade Like Any Other: Female Singers and 
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Dancers in Egypt; and Images of Enchantment: Visual and Performing Arts of the 
Middle Eats edited by Sherifa Zuhur. Two websites were crucial: the Gilded Serpent first 
published by Lynette Harris in 1998 has histories and first hand accounts of studying 
bellydance across the globe and across history; and Habibi: A Journal for Lovers of 
Middle Eastern Dance & Arts, a print magazine published from 1974-2002, also 
contains both scholarly and personal essays. Publisher Shareen El Safy digitized Habibi 
issues from Winter 1993 through Fall 2002 and they are now available online. These are 
invaluable resources for the bellydance researcher. Special thanks also to Hala Fauzi 
for her comments on an earlier draft. Portions of the Rom history section (published as 
“Romani (Gypsy) History, An Introduction”) and the glossary were previously printed in 
The Belly Dance Reader, volume 1, edited by Lynette Harris, Gilded Serpent, 2012. 
 
 
A word on spelling: Arabic is translated into English based on phonetic sounds rather 
than on a letter-for-letter transcription. Because of that, there are multiple spellings for 
Arabic terms in English. For example, “i”s and “y”s are interchangeable so Masabni 
can also be spelled Masabny; baladi might be found as beledi or beledy. Gawazi 
can be spelled Ghawazi. In addition, the term “bellydance” can be found as a two 
words—“belly dance” and also capitalized—“Bellydance.” I have made choices on 
spelling based simply on my preference and an attempt to maintain consistency. 
However, in quoted material, I used the original spelling as used by the author. 
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Part One: Egyptian Bellydance begins with an explanation of “Orientalism” and its impact on 
how Occidental/European travelers perceived Egypt’s dancing women. It then outlines the 
foundations of bellydance in Egyptian culture beginning with two important historical predecessors 
of the form: the Awalim and the Ghawazi. The Awalim were originally highly respected, multi-
talented artists who entertained privately only for other women, possibly within the old harem 
system. With the decline of that way of life, the awalim lost their social status and organized 
themselves as dancers-for-hire on Muhammad Ali Street, an artist’s district in Cairo. Some of these 
dancers participated in the innovation of a theatrical form known as raqs sharqi.  
 
The Awalim were the sociological counterpart to the Ghawazi who were/are professional dancers 
who violated the strictures on women dancing in public places and on women appearing before 
non-familial men. Ghawazi are a tribal group of ambiguous origins whose primary occupations were 
providing music and dance for public and private celebrations and entertainment. They represent 
the earliest tradition of professional dancers in Egypt where they are simultaneously loved and 
reviled. The Mazin family were reputed to be among the best and have struggle to keep their family 
dance tradition alive in the face of political and social discrimination. The ghawazi tradition may 
have roots in the many Gypsy-Rom tribes who traversed the region in ancient and modern times. 
 
Badia Masabni revolutionized Egyptian professional dance when she opened the Cairo Café to 
showcase Egyptian dance for a largely foreign audience. Raqs sharqi is a hybrid of Egyptian and 
Western aesthetics that revolutionized professional dance and over time came to represent modern 
Egypt. Masabni is also credited with bringing bellydance to the Egyptian film industry. One of her 
dancers, Tahiya Carioca, became one of Egypt’s most beloved stars of stage and screen, 
producing a widespread appreciation for its own dance traditions.  
 
This agenda also lead to the creation of several national folkloric dance companies, most 
importantly, The Reda Troupe whose inspired leaders brought theatricalized versions of Egypt’s 
regional dance traditions to international stages. Farida Fahmy embraced the “bint il balad” 
character and brought legitimacy to the art of dance. Mahmoud and Ali Reda helped to make 
professional dancing a legitimate option for men.  
 
Finally, with fluxuating tides of religious fundamentalism, traditional misogyny, and modern 
technology, the future of dance in Egypt is precarious and this section concludes with a look at 
what efforts are being made to restore dance to a position of respect. 
 
Part Two: American Bellydance traces the evolution of bellydance in the United States from its 
earliest Orientalist representations to the creation of a distinctly American hybrid. Dans du ventre (a 
French term for bellydance) was introduced to American audiences at the 1893 Chicago World’s 
Fair and created both scandal and a fascination with “torso dancing.” 
 
Orientalist fantasies were encouraged by 19th century writer Oscar Wilde, costume and stage 
designer Leon Bakst, and modern dancer Ruth St. Denis. Wilde’s play “Salome” set off a fashion and 
performance trend based on his characterization of the Biblical heroine. From the fall of bellydance 
into burlesque and carnival sideshows, I trace its re-emergence during the nightclub era of the 50s-
70s.  
 
During this period, immigrant musicians from a variety of Middle Eastern cultures began to perform 
together creating a polyethnic sound. Dancers, attracted to the sound, followed suit and forged a 
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hybrid Oriental dance drawing from Lebanese, Armenian, Turkish, and Greek dance 
traditions. Serena Wilson, inspired by St. Denis and the Salomania craze, created her 
own variety of American Oriental dance at New York City’s Greektown clubs.  
 
In the San Francisco Bay Area, I trace a contemporary global feminist trend called 
Tribal Fusion. Jamila Salimpour, the “grandmother” of this tradition, learned her 
dancing skills from multiple sources: from a stint as a circus entertainer, from Egyptian 
musical film, and from the variety of dancers who performed at Middle Eastern clubs 
in Los Angeles and San Francisco.  
 
Masha Archer, Carolena Nericcio, and Jill Parker took Salimpour’s lead in developing 
a style that fit with their interest in empowering women. Gothic and Dark bellydance, 
the newest children of American bellydance, infuse traditional and tribal with Gothic 
aesthetics. I also examine some of the men who braved this feminine world, in 
particular John Compton and Bert Balladine who had his own approach to liberating 
women through dance. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO BELLYDANCE IN CONTEXT 
 
Dancing is human universal. It is so critical to collective well-being and identity that historical and 
contemporary attempts by governments and churches to ban its practice ultimately fail. Women 
dancers often bear the brunt of these attempts due to cultural codes regarding the female body 
and its place in society. Bellydance, a traditionally female dance, has withstood these challenges via 
the personal tenacity and dancing skills of the women who perform it. Because the gender of 
bellydancers is so fundamental to our perception and reception of the art, it is a recurring topic in 
the stories I tell. 
 
Dancers from Egypt—the birth place of bellydance, and from America—where it took on a new 
tone, perform unique varieties of the dance.1  These varieties were developed within interlocking 
contexts and forces: economic, religious, and corporeal, each having an impact on local gender 
relations and on the status of dance. 
 
The Socio-religious Context of Egypt’s Dance Traditions 
While Egypt’s dancing women belong to an ancient tradition and continue to be important in 
certain ceremonial contexts, they became problematic in the modern era. For centuries, Egyptian 
society has been vacillating between their desire for a Western-style secular society and a powerful 
religious fundamentalism anxious to eliminate all Western influences. Dance itself represents both 
traditional culture and Westernization of it and in some cases a violation of religious strictures. 
Dancing women represent a corporeal expression of these anxieties. They represent a matrix of 
influences: traditional rural practices, a Western desire for freedom, and counterforces seeking the 
sequestration of women. Egyptian dancers have been alternately welcomed for their historical 
place in celebrations and banned for their violation of Islamic rules…welcomed for their boon to the 
tourist trade and banned again for embarrassing the state…celebrated as bearers of a great 
tradition and condemned for representing the Westernization of their culture. Each welcome-back 
entailed harsher restrictions; each ban resulted in fewer women continuing their dance heritage.  
 
Why are dancing women so threatening to Egyptian society? A key to understanding the social 
standing of female entertainers in Islamic North Africa is the strict division of women and men that 
religious leaders struggle to impose. Women carry fitna, a sexual state that requires social 
containment and seclusion. In Islamic Egypt, women’s bodies are considered intrinsically or naturally 
sexual, while men’s bodies are considered neutral. That is, while a man’s body is appropriate for 
commerce and politics, as well as sexuality, a woman’s body is always sexual. Dancing in public 
before strange men, unveiled, for money or remuneration all violate conservative Islamic custom 
and law. “Proper” women are “haram” or sacred, which necessitated their protection from outside 
influences. These attitudes became heightened in the presence of Westerners who were both reviled 
as infidels who should never gaze upon Islamic women, and envied as a source of modern 
sophistication and power.  
 
One constant in the history of the Egyptian female dancer is that proper women do not perform in 
front of strange men, though they may dance in private before male relatives. This created a class 
distinction between the awalim who performed exclusively for women and the ghawazi, who 
performed for both women and men. Traditionally, the awalim were celebrated artists of music, 
dance, and poetry who performed for women of the provincial upper classes and the urban middle 
classes in the privacy of the home or harem. In general, they were granted a greater degree of 
respect for their modesty. Ghawazi are an ancient class of nomadic dancers who are born into their 
profession and who perform for hire at public celebrations and coffee houses. Although they were 
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considered necessary to the success of celebrations, they were scorned for their 
public display. 
 
Bellydance in the context of America’s “Melting Pot” and feminist politics 
The liquidity of the American melting pot stands in stark contrast to the rigidity of 
Egypt’s moral fundamentalism and the conservative nature of its nationalism. In 
America, Middle Easterners encountered an immigrant nation actively negotiating its 
identity. In cities where Middle Easterners settled, its mixed population (generally 
Lebanese, Greek, Armenian and/or Syrian) gathered to perform traditional Arabic 
music together. In the process they created an American-Arabic musical hybrid. In 
the early 1970s, a similar process was taking place fusing dance movements and 
styles from many Middle Eastern countries into a single American style. The hybrid was 
called Oriental dance and it became a respected variety of bellydance. 
 
But when this variety of Oriental dance met up with American feminists in the 1970s 
and 80s, its course changed. American women are born into a society deeply rooted 
in Puritanical phobias as well as contemporary misogynist images of female beauty. 
American social codes regarding the morality of women’s body parts—in particular, 
hips, stomach, and breasts—have constrained her ability to move. Even today, novice 
bellydancers of all ages experience fear and embarrassment at being asked to 
moving their hips and breasts. In addition, American women traditionally had been 
expected to remain in the domestic sphere, to keep quiet, and to not take up 
space—in short, she must never draw attention to herself on threat of harassment or 
worse. In this social context, dancing in a tight-fitting, lavishly bedazzled, brightly 
colored cabaret dress shimmying her hips before an audience was an act of rebellion 
and courage.  
 
Some of the new American Oriental dancers emphasized or invented a feminist 
meaning to the dance: it became a living artifact of ancient goddess worship and 
birth rituals, a sacred women’s dance, and a potent source of female empowerment. 
Today, many practitioners feel they are contributing to the further emancipation of 
American women’s bodies. Out of these social sentiments was born a mode of 
bellydance called “Tribal Fusion,” which allows for the expression of a great range of 
modern feminist sentiments and experiences. 
 
What is Bellydance? 
“Bellydance” (for the purposes of this book) refers to a family of dances originating in 
North Africa and the Middle East but which have migrated and captured the 
imagination of women all over the world. Though its native soil is in North Africa, its 
historical growth and development can also be traced to ancient India and the 
migration of Romani groups throughout Asia and Europe. The indigenous dances of 
Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, and the lands of Persia each helped to shape unique 
varieties of bellydance. Turkish, Lebanese, Greek and American practitioners infused 
the tradition with their own local sensibilities. Bellydance is at once a specific tradition 
and an idiom of movement that seems to be endlessly adaptable. 
 
The term “bellydance” is both misleading and controversial.  It comes from the French 
“dans du ventre” (literally, dance of the stomach) which was coined by 19th century 
French colonials in Algeria and Morocco who had become much enamored of its 
dancing girls.2 Those dancers did, to a certain degree, show off their bellies by 
throwing the pelvis up and dropping it.3 But the term “bellydance” is, in the very least, 
a limited and inaccurate description of the dance.  
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Dance scholar Andrea Deagon objects to the term for its inherent dismissal of the 
artistic value of bellydance: 

“Belly dance” seems to have originated in the Western world as a dismissive 
term, showing disregard for the skill in whole body movement and musical 
interpretation that the dance requires. It was also meant to exclude the 
dance from polite society by naming it for an area of the body associated 
with base, animal, sexual desire rather than the supposedly loftier aspirations 
of Western dance. But the belly is also, in our thought vocabulary, the seat of 
deep emotion, instinctive (“gut”) feelings, birth and desire. I want to reclaim 
these associations and challenge the dismissive intent of the name “belly 
dance.”4  

 
Egyptian dancer Hala Fauzi objects to the use of the term “bellydance” on the 
grounds that it dislocates the dance from its specific geopolitical space (Egypt) to a 
location on the body (the belly). Egyptians name their dances for their cultural 
location: Raqs (meaning “dance”) Beladi means dance of the country; Raqs Saidi, 
dance of the city of Said. It is a demonstration of their attachments to the land, to 
their “fellahin” or agricultural ancestry.5  
 
The term “bellydance” detaches the dance from its Egyptian source. The power of 
naming, Fauzi suggests, is such that once named “bellydance” the focus of the 
dance shifted to the belly, and belly rolls and flutters came to dominate. And it may 
be that its linguistic dislocation to a body part made the genre vulnerable to 
reinterpretation by non-local dancers who embody their own body cultures.  
 
Although a great many dancers reject the term “bellydance” for its colonial origins 
and its intrinsic misunderstanding of the art, the term has stuck. It was and is 
commonly used by dancers and musicians for its recognizibility. Because I am writing, 
in part, about the migration and transformation of these dances in North Africa and 
North America, and because I see these as part of a global family of dances, I will 
use the term “bellydance” to refer to all of them collectively.  
 
Non-bellydance Forms in North Africa 
Keep in mind that not all dance from North Africa or the Middle East can be called 
bellydance, although many contemporary bellydancers practice them as related 
forms. Bellydance is a secular form performed in secular venues: the privacy of home 
for socializing, wedding ceremonies to express joy, or on public stages for 
entertainment.  
 
Folkdances are also secular but retain rural characteristics in format, steps and 
gestures. Group dances are performed in lines and circles including the debke, a 
rigorous, fast-stepping line dance. Some men’s dances are mimetic of combat, such 
as the Arabian rifle dances or the tahtib, a stylized combat dance using sticks.  
 
Specialty dances showcase the dancers athletic skills, strength or flexibility such as 
Raqs al-Shamidan in which the dancer balances a lighted candelabra on her head 
while executing backbends, splits, shimmies, et al. Dance is also performed for the 
purposes of inducing religious ecstasy and trance as in the Mevlevi Sufi dances or the 
zar and the guedra.  
 
Typically, bellydance is an abstract, non-narrative dance form—it rarely uses 
pedestrian gestures, nor does it mimic social customs…with one exception: Many 
believe that the pelvic manipulations utilized by bellydancers may mimic childbirth 
and thus aid in a woman’s preparation for labor. 
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Childbirth and Bellydance  
There is some evidence that bellydance was originally created to teach young 
women about sex and/or to prepare women for childbirth, but it remains 
controversial. Dance ethnologist and performer, Carolina “Morocco” Varga Dinicu, 
provides the strongest evidence of the relationship between childbirth and 
bellydance.6  Her earliest encounter with the idea came in 1961 when, after watching 
Morocco perform, a Saudi Arabian woman told her of her personal experience with 
the dance ritual in 1937. 
 
In 1967, Dinicu witnessed and participated in the danced birth rites of a Berber 
woman in a remote Moroccan village. Here, she observed family and friends 
performing in the local bellydance style, Schikhatt, for and with the birth mother. This 
event matched the oral descriptions she had received and convinced her of the link 
between bellydance and childbearing/birth. Unfortunately, aside from her 
observations, we have little else to confirm its existence historically. 
 
Today, Western women are themselves experimenting with the benefits of bellydance 
for easing childbirth as part of a larger social movement to develop alternative 
childbirth experiences. Pregnancy and birth counselors, labor coaches or doulas, and 
midwives recommend or teach bellydance techniques as part of preparation for 
labor.  
 
Some bellydancers recreate the ancient North African rituals as described by Dinicu 
bringing their bellydance sisters into the birth events. Others perform at baby and 
wedding showers and wedding receptions in keeping with the North African 
practices. Many women continue to dance and perform through their pregnancies 
as a symbol, perhaps, of its appropriateness for a childbearing women. 
 
Distinguishing Features of Bellydance  
A combination of features make bellydance distinctive. Anthony Shay coined the 
term, SITA—Solo Improvised dance based on Torso Articulations—that certainly 
includes bellydance. SITA refers to a widespread, Middle Eastern dance aesthetic 
which appears to have been relatively stable over the course of hundreds of years.7 
As this term implies, the emphasis is on the torso including the pelvic girdle and 
stomach muscles as well as the rib and chest area.  
 
Additional features characterize bellydance. Feet are close together with heels 
touching or at most an inch or two apart and toes pointing forward. This provides a 
solid foundation for the isolated torso movements. Knees are bent and soft with heels 
on the floor for some styles while others work on the balls of the feet with heels lifted 
off the floor. These positions aid in the free movement of the hips. The dance 
generally maintains close contact with the ground, that is, without high jumps, leaps, 
or kicks. I have seen dancers who add high kicks for dramatic effect—their reception 
ranges from excitement to dismay, depending on your commitments to tradition.  
 
Traveling and movement around the space varies by venue and by the number of 
performers on the stage. Soloists can work in a fairly limited space—performances 
often take place in small cafés or on stages the dancers share with a band of 
musicians. As performance venues get larger, such as festival auditorium stages, so 
does the number of performers in a group and the more space they move through. 
Contemporary group pieces often have complex formations and figures combined 
with highly articulated torso isolations. 
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Bellydance Variations: Baladi, Raks Sharqi, and Tribal Fusion 
There are at least three bellydance variants that are important to the origins and 
development of the genre and to the stories told here: Raqs Baladi, Raqs Sharqi and 
Tribal Fusion. In later chapters, I will provide more detailed histories and descriptions of 
sharqi and tribal fusion, but for now here are some brief introductions. 
 
“Baladi” is the traditional folk dance and core musical rhythm of Egypt, Lebanon, 
Syria, and many other cultures of the region. “Baladi,” or “country,” doesn’t just mean 
“rural” (though it may refer to that); it refers to one’s home land and its people; to 
being one of those people or performing the dances of that place; to being home 
grown. 
 
It can imply a kind of purity or authenticity, unblemished by outside (Western) 
influence. But it can also be used pejoratively to mean “unsophisticated, crass, poor 
taste or vulgar”8 not at all unlike our American use of the term “country” to mean hick 
or bumpkin. “Shaabi,” meaning “of the people,” is nearly interchangeable but it 
generally has a less tainted meaning than baladi. For example, Hala Fauzi says that in 
Egyptian conversation, calling someone a “baladi singer” would be insulting: it would 
be more polite to call them a “shaabi singer.” 
 
Baladi is a description of a style of drumming (tabl baladi), rhythm (ikaa’ baladi), 
clothing (lebs baladi), bread (aish baladi) and, of course, dance (raqs). “Bint il balad” 
literally means “country girl” but to be bint il balad it is a lauded status: it refers to a 
woman who personifies the Egyptian ideal.  
 
As we will see, playing the character of bint il balad made it acceptable for some 
Egyptian women to dance on stage and in film. The dance, raqs baladi, is performed 
to a 4/4 rhythm called baladi or masmoudi sagheer and is characterized by a playful, 
upbeat and flirty spirit. It is a common Egyptian social dance performed by men and 
women at celebratory gatherings. 

 
Egyptian dancer Amora performing Baladi in private home in Egypt 
http://youtu.be/uT2IUskQgME 
 
Haala Shaabi Dance @ Mirage of the Oasis Raleigh NC  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIwIB-JvBfQ 

 
“Raqs Sharqi” (Dance of the Orient), also known as Orientale, Cabaret, or Classical is 
the style most Westerners are familiar with. Sharqi is a relatively modern hybrid that 
developed in North African cafés in the early and mid-20th century. Most scholars 
believe that dancer/entrepeneur Badia Masabni inspired the transformation of baladi 
to the stage art of sharqi in her 1926 nightclub, Cairo Badia. Masabni introduced 
Western theatrical forms and styles to enhance the stage-worthiness of Egypt’s 
traditional dances. The Golden Era of Raqs Sharqi lasted for thirty years and produced 
stars of Egyptian stage and screen.  
 

Mercedes Nieto performing modern Raks Sharqi 
http://youtu.be/J4y1pYhOj_k 

 
“Tribal Fusion” also draws inspiration from inside and outside the Egyptian bellydance 
traditions. It is a contemporary American variant that emerged from the work of 
Jamila Salimpour, Carolina Nericcio, and Jill Parker in the later part of the 20th century 
and the first decade of the 21st in Northern California.  
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These forms derive first from Salimpour’s feminist interpretations of Middle Eastern 
folkloric dances, secondly from Nericcio’s amalgamation of those dances into a form 
called American Tribal Style Bellydance®, and thirdly from Parker’s fusion of ATS® with 
other American dance traditions. Gothic culture found a comfortable home in 
bellydance and produced a variant called Dark Fusion. These are highly syncretic 
forms based in bellydance but inspired by historical and contemporary performance 
arts of both the East and West.   
 

Rachel Brice at Tribal Fest™ 2008 
http://youtu.be/lqMrZJdz_Xc 

 
For all their differences, baladi, sharqi, and tribal maintain certain distinguishing 
features of bellydance, in particular the articulation of the torso. Even when 
choreographers create contemporary-like dances, the articulated torso sets it far 
apart from other theatrical dance forms in the U.S. 
 
The Bellydance World 

 
Bellydance is not simply a genre of dance: it is 
also a complex sociological and cultural 
phenomenon. The world of bellydance isn’t 
limited to its performance by amateurs, 
professionals or semi-professionals. It includes as 
well its teachers and students, musicians, 
costumers, scholars (historians, ethnographers, 
and folklorists), cognoscenti and aficionados. 
 
Bellydancers seek or invent venues in which to 
perform, create local haflas (parties) and 

concerts where students and teachers perform, and produce workshops and master 
classes through which they deepen their knowledge. They gather at regional and 
international festivals, pageants, and competitions where they conduct a lively 
commerce. 
 
Shopping is featured at almost any sized event where merchants sell ready-made 
costumes, do-it-yourself notions, accessories, patterns and fabric, facial and hair 
ornaments, and jewelry and textiles imported from Egypt, India, Pakistan, and 
Afghanistan. CDs of bellydance-specific music and instructional and performance 
DVDs have a huge market. Over the years, print and online magazines and journals 
devoted to bellydance or to Middle Eastern dance and music (published for both 
local and international audiences) have provided readers with everything from local 
gossip to high-level scholarly inquiries. 
 
Experts lead dancing tours of Cairo or Luxor or Turkey where students can study at the 
source, even at a time when dance in those cities are in decline. Bellydancers of all 
kinds are active on the Internet with websites, blogs, photo galleries, and of course, 
YouTube on which every variety of bellydance can be found and which now 
contains historic images never before available.  
	  

Troupe of dancers shopping at 
Tribal Fest 2011 



	  

	  

	  
PART ONE: EGYPTIAN BELLYDANCE	  
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Although it would be convenient to locate a specific time and place 
for the emergence of the family of dances we call bellydance, it 
would be misleading. North Africa and the Levant were certainly its 
natal home, but that region has always been influenced by the ever-
changing populations who live there. North Africa, for example, 
includes the modern nations of Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, and 
Egypt. Each nation includes a variety of ethnic populations both 
sedentary and nomadic. The Berbers, the tribal native peoples of 
North Africa, have lived in the region for untold centuries. Nomadic 
Arab Bedouins migrated into the area after Islam settled there. 
Romani tribes have traveled through and settled in many regions. In 
addition, the region has been invaded and colonized by outside 
cultures for centuries: the ancient Greeks and Romans; the Islamic 
Arabs in the 7th century; the Ottoman Turks in the 15th; the French 
and British in the 19th.  
 
That history makes any notion of an ur form highly speculative. Still, there is strong evidence that 
female dancers in the region entertained audiences with torso-specific movements as far back as 
the first century AD. Iconography and written documents hint at a dance not unlike today’s 
bellydance. There is also evidence that professional solo dancers—male and female—performed for 
entertainment purposes in ancient Egypt. Some of this tradition was carried into the modern era by 
professional classes of dancers. In Algeria these dancers are known as Ouled Nail; in Morocco, 
Schikhatt; and in Egypt they are the Awalim and Ghawazi, whom I examine in detail below.  
 
The Politics of Dancing in Egypt  
Egypt’s ancient history, with its Pharaohs, pyramids and polytheistic religion, is not a part of the history 
I cover here. Even its modern history is so complex as to necessitate only a cursory outline. The limited 
period of Egypt’s modern political history beginning with the Ottoman control of Egypt provides a 
backdrop for the development of bellydance.  
 
The Ottoman or Turkish Empire reigned between 1299-1867 reaching its apex under Suleiman the 
Magnificent (1520–1566). Egypt came under Ottoman rule in 1517 and remained a subject of the 
Empire until its final fall in 1867. 
 
The Ottoman reign was interrupted shortly by the Napoleonic campaigns between 1798-1801. 
Napoleon’s armies attracted itinerant and nomadic entertainers and merchants who marched 
behind the army and settled on the outskirts of Cairo. Egypt’s professional dancers, both the Awalim 
and the Ghawazi, were first encountered by Europeans on these campaigns. 
 
After the French withdrew, Muhammad Ali Pasha, an Albanian commander in the Ottoman army, 
fought for and won control of Egypt from 1805 until his death in 1849. His influence and hereditary 
dynasty lasted for 150 years. Ambitious to consolidate his position in Egypt, Ali set in motion new 
infrastructures and administrative systems. He created a strong military, new educational systems, 
economic development. Some historians consider him to be “the Father of Modern Egypt.” He was 
also concerned with Egypt’s status in Europe and acted to preserve the dignity of the developing 
state. 
 
In the 18th and 19th centuries, European artistic and aristocratic tourists, along with military personnel 
and petty bureaucrats, began to encounter North Africa’s dancers. They were unlike anything in 
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their Victorian Europe and their imaginations took flight. They imagined that these 
women lived in harems dancing provocatively for one another in loose, flowing 
garments and that they were sexually available. Europeans returned from the East 
with fantastical stories of a world of sensuousness, especially female sensuality.  
 
The European misinterpretation of North African dancing girls as sexual seductresses 
was based (at least in part) on the roles and behaviors they expected from proper 
women in Western civilization and on the lowly status of women working in the 
entertainment industries there. In the late 19th century, proper European and 
American women were wearing corsets and dresses that covered them neck to toe. 
Showing merely an ankle would have been considered risqué. They were mothers 
and wives, not public entertainers. If a Western woman took to the stage as an actress 
or dancer, she was presumed to be also a prostitute.  
 

Dancers demonstrate four Victorian Era dances 
http://youtu.be/fmP8jj7b8Mg 

 
In North Africa, Westerners saw un-corseted women undulating their hips and bellies in 
public places. They projected their moral judgments onto these women and assumed 
they were prostitutes as well. Paradoxically, even though they were condemned for 
their public performances, the ambiguous status of Oriental dancing women made 
them even more desirable to Occidental men. Indeed, woman of the East came to 
represent the height of Western Orientalist fantasies.  
 
Orientalism and the Occident 
This was the beginning of an historical phenomenon called “Orientalism.” In the late 
1800s when the West was colonizing the East, Westerners—the British, French, and later 
on, Americans—became fascinated with all things Oriental. The relationship between 
West and East was paradoxical: on the one hand, the Occidentals or Westerners 
considered Orientals/Easterners to be spiritually debased and in need of Christian 
enlightenment, thus justifying Western colonization. On the other hand, the social and 
cultural worlds of the Orient seemed utterly mysterious and desirable to Westerners. 
The Orient became for the Occident both a repugnant and intoxicating Other. 
 
Edward Said, who wrote a comprehensive history of Orientalism, describes it as the 
projection of Occidental imaginations and fantasies over actual Oriental life and 
beliefs.9 European and American Orientalism was expressed in politics, art, 
architecture, music, literature, fashion, and in dance. These expressions, Said argues, 
were less about the ethnological Orient, and more about a fantasized Orient. 
Because much of our knowledge of Oriental dance is derived from these expressions, 
it has been difficult to sort fact from fiction, especially regarding the lives of women. 
 

A collection of Orientalist paintings of dancers with music by Hossam Ramzy  
http://youtu.be/V0QJO7ZvXN8 

 
Occidental opinions and attitudes had an impact on how dancers were treated by 
Egyptian leaders. Throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries tourists, travelers, and 
military personnel from Europe and the U.S.—as well as from other parts of the Islamic 
world—began to flood Cairo and demanded to see its now legendary dancing girls. 
But for these outsiders to see Egyptian women dancing publically brought disgrace 
upon the state itself. In the eyes of Islamic authorities, foreigners are “infidels” and to 
allow infidels to gaze on Islamic women would disgrace them. They were “haram,” 
off-limits.  
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This put Cairo’s leaders in a difficult position. On one hand, the dancers were heavily 
taxed and that increased the state’s coffers. On the other, Egypt’s dominant religion, 
Islam, dictated that women be secluded. The status of women who perform in public 
represented a sociological inversion of Muslim females who are hidden from public 
life. Historically, this has been the primary source of tension for Egypt’s professional 
female dancers. In an attempt to make the ancient city more presentable to 
foreigners, especially Europeans, Muhammad Ali Pasha banished all “public women” 
(dancers and prostitutes) from Cairo in July 1834. 
 
Ali’s ban marks a turning point in the status of professional 
Egyptian female dancers. 
 
Before the ban, professional Egyptian dancers had been 
divided into two general classes: the awalim who danced 
and sang for women in the privacy of the harem or home 
and the ghawazi who danced at public events. The awalim 
were highly respected and multi-talented women known 
for their singing, poetry recitation, and dance. The ghawazi 
were stigmatized for their unveiled public performances but 
were considered necessary to the success of the events in 
which they performed.  
 
During the French occupation of Cairo, the awalim refused 
to violate their ethical standing by dancing for strangers 
and left the city. The ghawazi were not only accustomed to dancing in public, they 
were also accustomed to public threats and were undeterred when the French army 
threatened them with severe punishment for distracting the soldiers. “As a result,” 
writes historian Wendy Buonoventura, “400 [ghawazi] were seized and decapitated 
and their headless bodies thrown into the Nile.” (60) Ali’s ban was directed at these 
unruly public entertainers.  
 
During the ban (1834-1866), a class of dancers known as khawals increasingly took the 
place of ghawazi. Khawals were boys who dress and dance like female dancers, and 
performed in cafés and clubs. In addition, European visitors continued to find ways to 
find and hire female dancers, even if it meant following them to Upper Egypt. 
 
After the ban, the differences between awalim and ghawazi dancers narrowed as 
they attempted to compete for limited venues. Under these new pressures, 
distinctions between dancer and prostitute also faded as women, desperate for 
money and extremely vulnerable, expanded their job descriptions. Ghawazi either 
quit the trade or moved to Luxor, Esna, Qena, or Aswan where some of them still live. 
The awalim began working as public entertainers-for-hire on Muhammad Ali Street, 
thus diminishing their former high status.  
 
In 1850, Abbas Pasha lifted Ali’s ban but restricted performers to indoor venues—
public performances were still forbidden—and they were heavily taxed. Soon, new 
kinds of performers emerged: nightclub and professional folkloric dancers whose 
status varied according to the mood of the country. While awalim and ghawazi 
originally performed for native Egyptians, professional club and theater dancers 
performed for foreign military and tourists. In the 1920s-30s, cafés and nightclubs 
became venues for soloists and many dancers from Muhammad Ali Street became 
famous for their performances at these clubs. These dancers, in turn, became the stars 
of Egypt’s popular movie musicals in the 50s and 60s. 
 

Muhammad Ali Pasha 
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TRADITIONS OF FEMALE DANCERS IN EGYPT 
Contextualizing Egypt’s Dancing Women 
When Karin van Nieuwkerk did her fieldwork on the dancing trade in Egypt in the 
1980s and 90s, she identified three performance “circuits” for professional dancers: 
weddings and saints days; nightclubs; and performing arts theaters. Each venue 
served a different class of patron and each produced a different style of dance. The 
ghawazi performed at country weddings, saint’s day celebrations, and coffeehouses. 
The awalim and women of Muhammad Ali Street performed at weddings and family 
celebrations for the lower- and upper-middle classes. Nightclub performers came 
from all classes but performed for elite natives and foreigners. The stars of Egypt’s 
Golden Age of Film Musicals often featured Cairo’s top nightclub dancers. Regardless 
of what economic class the dancers came from or performed for, all female dancers 
violated Islamic codes of conduct for women and many suffered for their daring.  
 
In Egypt the meaning of dance is dependent on the context of the performance. 
Dancing in the privacy of the home is generally still acceptable (depending on who 
holds political power). Egyptian girls, for example, are introduced to dancing at home 
where the main function of dancing is to elicit and express joy. Rosina-Fawzia Al-Rawi 
relates a story of her Bedouin upbringing which included regular women’s gatherings, 
large and small. As a girl, her grandmother took her on these visits where dancing 
always took place. With a scarf tied at the hip and shouts of encouragement, one or 
two women got up and danced until passing the scarf on to the next.  
 
Girls ran to the center of the circle to practice the dances they’d seen; old women 
took center to demonstrate the wisdom of having learned it. At nine, little Fawzia’s 
aunt handed her a scarf and told her to go out and perform for the guests of a 
celebration they were holding. She danced with “happiness and pride” and it 
marked her transformation from child to woman.10 
 
Girls also see professional dancers hired to work at local or family weddings and, in 
rural areas, at saint’s days festivals. For some, these introductions stirred a desire to 
become professional dancers, although most, no doubt, were discouraged from 
making such a career choice. When a family felt dishonor would fall on all of them 
because of public dancing, such discouragements could become violent. Other 
young women also saw the profession as a way to escape dangerous home lives and 
an opportunity to make a living independently of men. Muhammad Ali Street offered 
a place to learn and earn money dancing at weddings and religious festivals. Even 
though the dances themselves are nearly the same, the context in which they are 
performed drives how viewers perceive and interpret them. 
 
Awalim 
Awalim dancers came from working and middle class homes. The awalim performed 
in the Ottoman harems where wives and children were secluded from public scrutiny 
and where she taught the women singing, dancing, etiquette, and social customs.11 
Men were allowed to listen to her singing but only through a latticed partition that 
prevented her from being seen. She may also have acted as a liaison between the 
women and their husband and as his counselor and entertainer. When the practice of 
the harem was banned by a newly independent Egypt in 1923, the awalim were put 
out of work and many women were left to their own devices. As we will see, these 
women became dancers for hire on Cairo’s famed Muhammad Ali Street. 
 
Awalim were hired to perform at wedding parties which had segregated events for 
the women and the men. Typically, the ghawazi entertained at the men’s events but 
the awalim was hired by the groom to perform at several women-only events over the 
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course of the wedding party: “the lelit il-galawa, the night the bride showed all her 
finery to female visitors; the lelit il-henna, when the bride’s feet and hands were dyed; 
and the final night, when the marriage was consummated, the lelit il-dukhla”.12  
 
The guests at these events would also dance, in particular the mothers of the bride and 
groom, to express joy and to establish the union of the families. Their spontaneous 
dancing in this context was free of the stigma carried by dancers-for-hire—even the 
respectable awalim was subject to some stigma because her performance was 
purchased.13 When gender-segregated weddings became passé in the 1940s, 
opportunities for performance were further limited. 
 
There was also a lesser class of awalim who performed for the lower classes. According 
to van Nieuwkerk, these “common awalim” began to increase in number when 
foreigners provided more performance opportunities at private events. These dancers 
were often linked to prostitution and over the course of time the distinctions between 
dancers and prostitutes and between awalim and ghawazi began to blur. In part this 
may have been due to Western interpretations of dancing girls as sexually available, a 
notion that may have infiltrated the Egyptian upper-classes anxious to become 
Westernized. But there were significant internal factors at work even before Muhammad 
Ali Pasha’s dismissal of all dancers from Cairo. 
 
Muhammad Ali Street 
For over 100 years, Muhammad Ali Street in Cairo had been known as the “Street of the 
Artists.” Here resided Egyptian dancers and musicians, as well as instrument and 
costume makers. The street itself was constructed in the 1870s and may have crossed 
through “awalim alley” where dancers may already have been quartered. Women 
came to Muhammad Ali Street to learn the trade of dance out of a love of the art, 
economic necessity, a marital or birth right, and to escape abusive home lives. Many, 
however, were former awalim seeking to extend their dancing careers. 
 
Many awalim formed guilds and settled together on Muhammad Ali Street where they 
plied their trade as dancers well into the 20th century. These independent dancers 
often joined trade groups lead by an “usta,” an elderly woman who arranged work and 
protection for them. To hire dancers for an event, one only had to show up on 
Muhammad Ali Street and ask around the coffeehouses or wait for an usta to call out 
from her window.  
 
The dancers of Muhammad Ali Street were humble women and achieved fame only 
within their trade. Their names are mostly unknown though some of their ways of life are 
depicted in Egyptian film musicals and in Karin van Nieuwkerk’s ethnography.14 
Nieuwkerk interviewed several performers on Muhammad Ali Street while conducting 
field research between 1989-90. She introduces several of them in her book some of 
which I summarize here as examples of the life of dancers in Egypt.  
 
Umm Muhammad was born in 1924 in Egypt’s Delta region and was married off to an 
entertainer at the age of fourteen. She was Ahmad’s fourth wife and she learned the 
trade from her sister wives. As a singer-dancer with this traveling group she performed at 
weddings, saint’s days, and in coffeehouses: it was, in her words “a wretched life.” 
Because of their poverty, hers was a profit-driven career.  
 
She recalls performing for both women and men at gender-segregated weddings, a 
demonstration of how the once separate roles of ghawazi and awalim have become 
blurred: “We went upstairs and performed for the bride…Then we went downstairs and 
performed the rest of the wedding for the men, until two, three o’clock in the 
morning…”15 Saint’s days lasted a week or more and were thus more profitable than 
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weddings. Umm Muhammad left the trade (long after her husband had left her) when 
the new bellydancers began tantalizing audiences in revealing costumes, a violation 
of her religious piety. Muhammad Ali Street dancers tended to wear long beaded 
evening gowns or traditional gallabiyya, a sleeved, floor length robe. Today Umm 
Muhammad lives out her life in one of the old alleys of Muhammad Ali Street making 
little money calling citizens to prayer five times a day. 
 
Sayyida, her sister Zeinab, and her sister-in-law Samira Madbah exemplify three 
different paths into the dance trade. Sayyida had wanted to dance from an early 
age and her father, owner of a coffeehouse, didn’t object. Her grandmother’s family, 
however, were more conservative and convinced Sayyida’s brother, Muhammad, to 
stop her for the sake of family honor. He did not succeed and instead learned to play 
drum and began to travel with his sister to jobs as a accompanist and chaperone. 
Sayyida was twelve when she started dancing at weddings and she continued until 
she turned thirty-eight. By the time she was eighteen she had learned the trade well 
enough to become an usta or group manager herself and later performed as an 
extra in several Cairene film musicals.   
 
Zeinab began dancing with Sayyida when she was thirteen, eventually became an 
usta, continued working even after she got married, and performed at weddings for 
the next thirty years. Zeinab had an opportunity to began dancing at a nightclub but 
rejected it when she learned she would be required to sit and drink with customers. 
This was anathema to the dancers of weddings and mulid (saint’s-day festivals) whose 
work was more than pure entertainment—it was ritual work; it helped create an 
ambiance of joy for celebrants.  
 
Samira also began dancing with Sayyida’s group at age fourteen. After seeing them 
perform at a neighborhood wedding, Samira bravely marched up and asked if she 
could join. Her father naturally condemned the idea until Sayyida convinced Samira 
to marry her brother Muhammad. Marriage into an already professionalized family 
made it somewhat more respectable and Samira seemed to have been very happy 
with the arrangement. She too became an independent usta retiring in the early 
1990s. 
 
Muhammad Ali Street itself was the subject of many kinds of Egyptian art, perhaps for 
its romanticized golden age. Movie musicals especially provide a vision of the life and 
dance styles of Muhammad Ali Street dancers. 
 

“…Mohamed Ali Street has made repeated appearances in Egyptian 
literature, poetry, cinema, and music. Niazi Mostafa's 1945 film Shari’ 
Mohamed Ali (Mohamed Ali Street) starring Abdel Ghani el-Sayed and Horrya 
Mohamed was one of the first movies set there. But it was the 1959 movie 
Shari’ el-Hob (Street of Love) that more successfully depicted the vibrant soul 
of the street, with key roles played by the unforgettable Abdel Halim Hafez 
and Nagwa Fouad, herself a ‘daughter’ of Mohamed Ali Street who maintains 
her fame as a dancer and actress until today. And then there is the famous 
Khali Balak min Zuzu (Take Care of Zuzu), starring the diva Souad Hosni, which 
tells the story of a street stigmatized by society for its belly dancers.”16 

 
The decline of Muhammad Ali Street tradition was caused by changing social and 
economic conditions. As more outside dancers entered the field, standards that 
guided the quality and finances of Muhammad Ali Street performers deteriorated. The 
trade in hard drugs and the criminal elements that support it made public 
performance by women very dangerous. Saint’s day celebrations were virtually 
outlawed and the events that remained were highly restricted. At one point, 
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performing at mulid became so devalued that “if it is known that someone works at 
saint’s day celebrations, the performer will not be asked to entertain at weddings.”17  
 
A few dancers made the transition to Egypt’s newest venues for dancing—nightclubs, 
theater stages, and film musicals—but many Muhammad Ali Street dancers retired 
into poverty.  
 
Today Muhammad Ali Street is no longer a “Street of the Artists” but a street of 
furniture makers. By most accounts, there are no dancers left and most of the 
musicians have relocated. Instrument makers have suffered an economic downturn 
as well: Instead of buying handcrafted instruments from local artisans, musicians now 
settle for inexpensive knockoffs from China. One resident says: “Experience, family 
traditions and fame gained through live performances had a value back in the 
golden days, but now it is all about DJs, electronic standard bases, video clips and 
ageless pop heroines.”18 
 
Despite their decline, when journalist Geraldine Brooks went looking for someone to 
learn bellydance from in 1995, a musician on Muhammad Ali Street wrote down the 
address of a “maalimah,” an awalim. She was invited into this woman’s house where 
several women and girls were practicing their cane dance. Brooks never identifies the 
maalimah, perhaps to safeguard her and the others from fundamentalist threats.19 
 
Ghawazi: The Banat Mazin 
In 2004, dance scholar Edwina Nearin20 declared that Khairiyya Mazin was the “sole 
remaining practitioner of the authentic dances of the Nawari Ghawazi of Upper 
Egypt” and that “when Khairiyya Mazin retires, one of the most distinctive traditions of 
Ghawazi dance may come to an end.” Khairiyya is a ghazieh and carries on a 
tradition of dance and music that dates back untold centuries. Khairiyya Mazin, 
perhaps the last performer of the famed Banat (Daughters of) Mazin, has endured 
poverty, religious harassment, police arrest, and risk of bodily harm in order to preserve 
the dance traditions of her family.21 
 
Nomadic Ghawazi dancers have performed throughout Upper and Lower Egypt as 
well as Syria and possibly elsewhere for hundreds of years. It is believed they were first 
identified as itinerant performers who followed Napoleon’s vast armies as entertainers 
and prostitutes. One document reports that in 1817 they “were found in every town 
and large village, where they inhabited a special quarter” and may have numbered 
upward of 6,000.22 Ghawazi dancers were hired to perform at religious saint’s-day 
festivals (mulid) which were often large and boisterous celebrations that could go on 
for a week or more with hundreds to tens of thousands of attendees. They were 
packed with entertainment of all kinds: “sugar stalls, variety theaters, shadow shows, 
swings, merry-go-rounds, fire-eaters, snake charmers, gambling, tattoo and 
circumcision booths, processions of brotherhoods and zikrs.”23 Ghawazi were the chief 
attraction at very large encampments for important festival, where many different 
families of ghawazi performed. They also performed privately but always outdoors in 
front of cafés or in courtyards. In the 1940s, these mawalid underwent religious 
suppression on the grounds that they were pre-Islamic, a move that significantly 
reduced opportunities for ghawazi performers.  
 
Despite their importance to Egyptian social life, the ghawazi have always held an 
ambiguous position in Egyptian culture. First, they are neither Egyptian nor Arab but 
Nawari. Historians believe that the Nawar represent a separate branch of the Gypsies 
who migrated not into Europe (as did the Roma) but into Syria and North Africa. Like 
other nomadic groups, the Nawar live by their own rules thus creating tension with the 
dominant culture. Like other once nomadic groups, they settled in closed enclaves 
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where they continued their distinctive traditions and spoke their own languages. While 
Yusuf Mazin claims the Nawar are of Persian ancestry (and there is strong evidence to 
support this), there also are indications that they are linguistically related to tribes of 
North India, where the Rom originated thousands of years ago.24 
 
Second, ghawazi dancers violate a number of Islamic religious dictates regarding 
women: they are females who perform unveiled, in public, before men and 
foreigners, for money.25 
 
Yusuf Mazin was the patriarch of the Awlad (Sons or People of) Mazin, an extended 
family of professional performers in Luxor, Egypt. Although the Mazin are the most 
studied ghawazi family in Egypt, we know relatively little of them. The family preserves 
its privacy aggressively in part because of the moral ambiguity of female dancers, 
and perhaps also due to the late 20th century influx of foreign dancer-scholars 
clamoring to learn and preserve the tradition. I have attempted to piece together a 
history of the Banat Mazin from fragmented accounts of meetings with the family, but 
this is by no means comprehensive. 
 
Like membership into the tribe, one is born into a tribal profession: Nawar men 
traditionally worked as silversmiths or as musicians for the women who worked as 
dancers-for-hire. The Nawar have provided villagers with ghawazi dancers for 
centuries. Yusuf conducted the affairs of his daughters, Banat Mazin, who were one of 
the premiere groups of the Mazin family performing in Luxor in the 1960s-80s.  
 
The girls are trained from childhood to become public dancers and contribute to the 
household income. (Yusuf Mazin once commented that having many beautiful and 
talented daughters brought both wealth and esteem to the family.) By the age of 
seven, Yusuf’s oldest daughter, Su’ad, was already performing professionally, and 
counter to tradition, she continued to perform after she married. Khairiyya, the 
youngest of the Yusuf patriarchy, along with her three sisters learned their art from their 
older sister, Su’ad, who learned from her father’s sister. Their cousins, Faiza, Samia, 
Karam, and Amal also perform as ghazieh into the 21st century.   
 
The ghawazi are distinctive for their movement style, musical requirements, and 
costume. Their dance derives from the folk traditions and features rapid and 
continuous lateral hip shimmies, foot stamps, and occasional small chest lifts. Arms are 
held forward to the diagonals around shoulder height and are relaxed.  
 

Ghawazee-style dance performed by Aisha Ali 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-u7xfbPocI0&list=PL403EF05A03015F52 

 
Ghawazi also performed dances with props such as sticks, candelabra, and canes 
and accompany themselves on sagat or finger cymbals. Dances are apparently part 
improvisation and part choreography. The relentlessness of their rhythmic movements 
and cymbal play was mesmerizing and certainly must have contributed to the 
celebratory spirit of events. 
 
Musically they differ from the modern nightclub dancers who drew from a greater 
range of instruments of both Egyptian and European cultures. Ghawazi perform to a 
small band of male musicians playing mizmar (a loud oboe-like instrument) and tabla 
baladi (a drum), and occasionally either rababa (a stringed instrument) or a ney (a 
flute), as well as to their own finger cymbals. Ghawazi dancers may also be 
accomplished singers and composers. 
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Their costume was also distinctive by its modesty. We can compare photographs of 
ghawazi from 1880 to the images of the Banat Mazin one hundred years later and see 
little difference. The early ghawazi wore a neutral colored, sleeved bodystocking that 
covered the belly. Over that they wore a short vest with a deep cut neckline, layers of 
beaded necklaces, and a full, ankle-length skirt, though by the 20th century the 
length was shortened to just below the knee.  
 
A belt of wide ribbons of fringe ending with a tassel is tied at the waist over a hidden 
bustle that emphasizes the hips. White stockings are worn under heeled shoes. This 
costume has only recently been replaced by modern ghawazi with a full-length, 
beaded gown, modest but flashy. But on stages across the world, ghawazi imitators 
still wear the old style dress as a tribute to the original dancing women. 
 
The Banat Mazin were made famous outside Luxor by their appearances in Egyptian 
ethnological films, published research by Edwina Nearing, and by video recordings by 
Aisha Ali in Luxor in 1974. Ali’s popular historic recordings put the Mazin sisters on the 
bellydance map. Khairiyya, Raja, and Farida, who were featured in Ali’s Dances of 
North Africa, became well known to the inquisitive cosmopolitan bellydancers of the 
20th century.  
 

Ghawazi Dancers Mazin in early costume style 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2A0tyqufhEk&list=PL403EF05A03015F52&in
dex=6 
 
Class with Mme Kharyia Mazin in Luxor wearing modern costume 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rF5mcVcsLWs&list=PL403EF05A03015F52 

 
The Mazin sisters and cousins continued to perform together until most of them 
married and the patriarch, Yusef, passed away (in the mid-1980s). Khairiyya, who 
never married, attempted to continue with her profession even in the face of extreme 
difficulties. After the Islamic fundamentalists began attacking and closing farahat 
(public celebrations), virtually eliminating the ghawazi’s traditional opportunities for 
employment, they began looking to the tourist industry for performance options. They 
competed with one another over jobs at hotels, cafés, restaurants, and floating tours 
of the Nile. 
 
But now Khairiyya was competing with imported dancers from outside Egypt as well 
as other ghawazi.  She faced also the increased popularity of other varieties of 
bellydance and a decreased interest in ghawazi styles. Religious fundamentalism was 
at odds with an ever growing internal desire to Westernize Egypt which continued to 
impact Khairiyya’s safety as a dancer. While performing at a farahat with a ghawazi 
group in Al-Balyana, Khairiyya was arrested and threatened with death for dancing. 
Edwina Nearing tells the story: 
 

“But her days among the ghawazi of Al-Balyana were numbered anyway, for 
after a few performances the police raided a farah and dragged her and her 
‘colleagues’ off to jail, where they spent the night in their costumes, freezing. 
One officer told Khairiyya that if he caught her again, he would kill her. Then 
she was formally arraigned, ‘as if I were a great criminal, a public enemy, and 
not an artist.’”26  

 
With the continued demise of ghawazi dance in its homelands, it may be that it will be 
preserved—at least in part—by devoted dancers and scholars from outside North 
Africa. Several of the Banat Mazin began performing with and teaching at Egypt’s 
national folk dance companies and have begun to teach at international bellydance 
workshops and festivals.  
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A Brief History of the Roma (Gypsy) 
As we have just seen, Romani cultures have had a strong influence on bellydance 
development and those traditions dances continue to be studied by contemporary 
artists. For this reason, it is important to understand the unique history of the Gypsy 
Rom in contrast to the myths that have grown up around them. 
 
The term “Gypsy” is derived from “Egyptian” in the mistaken belief that it was the 
original home of these nomads. Today they collectively call themselves Romani, 
possibly a reference to their original language, though they are still known by 
regional and tribal names: Nawar and Bahlawan in Egypt; Gitano in Spain; Sinti in 
Germany; Tsigani and Manousche in France, to mention only a few. The term 
“Gypsy” is now considered pejorative and vulgar by the Roma, although its use to 
describe a romanticized Hollywood character type persists in America. 
 
The Rom are a population of people who trace their ancestry back to the Punjabi 
region of India and who migrated through and settled in parts of the Middle East, 
North Africa, western Asia, Europe, and the Americas over the course of perhaps two 
thousand years. Their origins in northern India have been confirmed through common 
cultural retentions in language, professional choices, cosmologies, and social 
practices, as well as by modern genetic testing. They have developed uniquely 
Romani cultural expression in language, customs, social organization, myths and 
beliefs, and of course music and dance.  
 
Roma are tribal people; the tribe, the family, the whole is more important than any 
one individual. They are bound by hereditary blood ties: you cannot marry into the 
tribe and marriage outside it incurs harsh punishment, possibly banishment, although 
there is ample evidence that Roma did in fact marry “gadje” or non-Romani. While 
they may have had a distant matriarchal past, in modern times, they are 
fundamentally patriarchal.  
 
A tribe is lead by an elected chief, often an elder male, who serves for a lifetime and 
whose identity may be hidden from gadje. The chief presides over marriages, makes 
migration decisions, and ensures that their high and demanding codes of conduct 
are upheld. A council of male elders also uphold laws, resolve conflicts and mete out 
punishments. An elder female, the phuri dai, is the moral leader who advises the 
chief and council of elders. Individual families (or extended families) are organized 
similarly.  
 
Rom are sometimes distinguished from the 
general population by their professions which 
tend to be in the lowest economic brackets: 
metal-smiths, horse dealers, and entertainers, for 
example. This may be a vestige of their original 
low Indian caste placement but it is also due to 
their earlier nomadic lifestyle which was served 
best by portable professions. Just as one is born 
into a tribe, one is born into a gender-specific 
profession. Men will tend to be the smiths, 
dealers, and musicians while women will work as 
fortune-tellers or dancers. 
 
Of particular import for our purposes, is their work as entertainers for which they are 
legendary. The Ursuari of Central Europe were bear-leaders who raised and trained 
bears to walk on hind legs, dance, and perform tricks. These were still seen in the 
Balkan countryside into the 21st century. Fortune-telling by Tarot and palmistry was 

Gypsy boy with violin. Budapest 
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both entertainment and serious occult practice still sought today. But it is the music 
and dance of the Roma that transcended their outcast status.  
 
The 19th century in Europe saw a brief period when Romani life was celebrated and 
reflected in painting, literature, and music, though these often misrepresented actual 
Rom lives. Musically, classical European composers of the time (Franz Listz, most 
famously) borrowed the alluring Asiatic sounds of Romani music. Stringed instruments 
seem to be strongly preferred by Roma: the Hungarian violinists and Andalusian 
guitarists continue to inspire passion both within and outside Romani culture. 
 
Gypsy historian Jean-Paul Clébert asserts that the origins of Rom dancing dates to 
their ritual practices in India. According to one legend, the first Roma were the Luri 
who were hired by a prince to be professional court dancers but who were 
disbanded and disbursed. As nomads, they contributed to the development of 
dance and music wherever they traveled. In fact, Orientalist researcher Edwina 
Nearing concludes that  
 

“under one guise or another, we find Gypsies or Ghawazi-like groups as a fluid 
substratum of professional entertainers all over the Near East.  In view of the 
numbers and wide distribution of such groups, and their disproportionate 
representation in the entertainment arts because of the ‘respectable’ Muslim’s 
avoidance of these professions, it seems reasonable to suspect that the 
Gypsies left elements of their style(s) of music and dance wherever they 
passed, as well as appropriating elements of the styles of the regions through 
which they passed and spreading them to other regions.”28 

 
For all their eclectic influences, they have retained common features which distinguish 
Rom dancing from their closest neighbors. When Laurel Victoria Grey witnessed a 
concert of eight different Romani nationalities, she noted that “While regional 
differences were clear, the common roots of these dances came sharply into focus in 
a way that volumes of scholarly research could never convey.”29  
 
The first written record of Romani appearance in Europe dates from 1348 and 
throughout the next century they migrated in extended family groups to all its regions. 
It should be noted that this was a time of great social upheaval in Europe when many 
non-Romani nomadic troupes—from brigands to entertainers and scholars—roamed 
the countrysides and urbanized areas. But the Roma were selected out for special 
mistreatment.  
 
Also known as “Egyptians,” “Bohemians,” “Romanichel,” and “Saracens” they were 
suspect for their dark skin and hair, their professions (both legal and illegal), their 
association with occultism (witchcraft, fortune-telling, herbal remedies), their lack of 
commitment to the prevailing social order, and even their diets. In 1539, they were 
expelled from France. They were enslaved in Romania in the 17th and 18th centuries. 
In the 20th century, they were subject to forced labor camps and extermination at 
the hands of the Nazis. It has been estimated that between 400,000 and 1.5 million lost 
their lives in that Holocaust which they call Baro Porrajmos, “the great devouring.”  
 
The Rom have been highly stigmatized for hundreds of years causing distrust on both 
sides. Their ambiguous social status (often stateless, lacking in formal documentation, 
living in illegal encampments, and disengaged from local community life) confuses 
legal authorities and frustrates (and frightens) non-Romani populations. Their 
commitments are internal: their extended family bonds are indelible, their social 
customs are conserved even in the face of extermination. In recent history, the Roma 
became politically organized and active in their own fight for human and civil rights.  
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In the late 1960s, the disparate Roma people began to organize in order to speak 
publicly about their social conditions and to demand recognition of their unique 
identities. In 1999, the International Romani Union declared April 8th as International 
Roma Day, an annual opportunity to discuss Romani issues and celebrate its 
cultures.  
 
But the bleak social situation for European Roma—of which there are an estimated 
12 million—continues even into the 21st century. According to the European Roma 
Rights Centre, as recently as 2012, they continue to be subject of segregation, 
eviction, deportation, and vigilante hate crimes in France, Italy, the Czech Republic, 
and Slovakia. In September 2008, the European Union Roma Summit created the 
“EU Framework for National Roma Integration Strategies”  
 

“to promote the full inclusion of the RSC people — with regard to both the 
definition and the implementation of policies for the protection of 
fundamental rights, in order to fight discrimination, poverty and social 
exclusion, while supporting gender equality and ensuring access to 
education, housing, health, employment, social services, justice, sports and 
culture.”30  

 
While cognizant and concerned with Western Orientalist visions of Gypsy/Rom life, 
modern bellydancers do trace their history along what’s known as the “Gypsy Trail.” 
They study and perform dances from places and historic eras considered to be 
foundational forms of bellydance: Egyptian Ghawazi with its powerful side-to-side 
shimmies but also Indian Rajasthani and Kathak with their emphasis on rhythm and 
their use of elaborate hand gestures known as “mudras,” Turkish Rom with its 
distinctive 9/8 rhythm called “karsilama,” and Andalusian Flamenco which some 
believe to be the quintessential Romani art form. 
 

Indian Rajasthani Gypsy Dance from the 1993 film, Latcho Drom 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCOM_5cC63w&feature=share&list=PLB
A161384AF80A231 
 
North African Dance (Ghawazi) from the 1993 film, Latcho Drom 
http://youtu.be/eboRWxw2FBY 

 
America’s Fictive Gypsy 
It is important to understand the distinction between the actual Rom people and 
the fictional characters from American Orientalism. The term “Gypsy” in 
contemporary American vernacular refers to a romanticized character type and an 
icon of social rebelliousness. Although the romanticization of the Gypsy began in 
Europe, it appeals to a particularly American imagination. Non-conformity, 
individualism, and geographic movement are at the foundations of America’s 
zeitgeist. These fictive Gypsies are imagined as a nomadic utopia wherein one 
experiences the safety of a small-sized community, where music and dance are 
employed to celebrate life for its own sake, where women and men are equals in 
social power and sexuality, and where occult magic aids in the resolution of 
conflicts. The wild, pre-civilized, and free Gypsy life is a fantasy of escape from the 
restrictions of modern society and is depicted in Western film, theater, and literature.  
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THE RAQS SHARQI REVOLUTION 
In the early 1930s, Raqs Sharqi was an emerging art that responded to Egypt’s 
developing urban economy. It was forged in a society that debated internally about 
religious authority and that struggled to define itself in the face of European colonialism. 
Raqs Sharqi drew from both Eastern and Western aesthetics thus mediating the tensions 
between them. It was also born to a culture that alternately celebrated and 
condemned women who danced in public places, indoor or out.  
 
In Cairo, variety shows known as “sala” (salat, pl, meaning hall) were in operation on 
Emad El Din Street and in the Ezbekiya Gardens by at least 1886. Awalim are known to 
have made the transition from private to public entertainer by 1910.31 As social 
opportunities for professional dancers declined, the dancers turned to these houses of 
entertainment for employment. Now, once removed from their traditional contexts and 
exposed to a wider audience, their dance became a theatrical form subject to 
innovation and by the 1930s, Raqs Sharqi had evolved into a unique variety of dance. 
 
During the Golden Era of Raqs Sharqi (generally between 1930-1960), Cairo’s nightclubs 
and movie musicals turned its female dancers into stars of stage and screen. Central to 
this story are Badia Masabni, who opened Cairo’s first nightclub to feature dancers, and 
Tahia Carioca, a star of Masabni’s stage and one of Cairo’s favorite movie stars. Both of 
these women showed great courage in their determination to elevate the status of 
dancers in Egypt. 
 
Badia Masabni (1894-1975) 
Syrian-born Badia Masabni was a renaissance woman: singer, dancer, actress, sagat 
virtuoso, club owner, impresario. She made the potentially dangerous decision to 
become a public entertainer out of desire, talent, and economic necessity. After being 
sexually assaulted as a girl, Badia was severely ridiculed and shamed by her family and 
community. She and her family fled Beirut to follow a Syrian migration to Buenos Aires 
where Badia attended boarding school, studied “classical” dance and performed in 
theater productions.  
 

Badia Masabni 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSg3K58DaJU&list=PL403EF05A03015F52 

 
The family returned to Syria, where Badia, now a young woman, was dragged around 
on foot by an unstable mother who kept them in severe poverty. She took work at 
several theater companies in Cairo and Beirut. This brought disgrace to her family and 
her brother, as was his customary right and duty, once attempted to kill her to regain 
the family honor. But with no male support, Badia needed to work and short of 
prostitution, theater was her only alternative. 
 
She and her mother visited Cairo’s Ezbekiya Gardens where Badia met and joined a 
theatrical and vaudeville company. Her mother didn’t approve and insisted they return 
home. But Badia had had enough of her mother’s dramatic abuses and in an interview 
she tells this story of how she escaped: 
 

INTERVIEWER: You escaped from your mother? 
BADIA: Yes. We were in Egypt together and I wanted to work. I wanted to stay 
out and she would constantly ask me, "Where were you? Where have you 
been? Why are you coming back late?" And what was I up to?  
 
So I told her, let's leave Egypt and go back to Syria. So we packed our bags and 
our things and we went to the station. I bought the ticket. I only bought one 
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ticket. I was a devil. I bought a ticket for her and made her get on the train 
and then I let the train start moving and I stayed…32 

 
Masabni opened her first club, Sala Badia Masabni, in 1926 on Emad el Din Street, 
Cairo’s theater and club district. A modest club, she and a few other actors and 
singers performed songs and plays. She only added dancers the following year, one 
of whom, Afranza Hanem, was an already popular Turkish dancer. Hanem became 
a featured dancer here as well as in Masabni’s Alexandrian summer club, Sala 
Badia which was only opened for three months.  
 
After spending nearly a year working as a producer/performer of theatrical plays 
with her then estranged husband, Nagib El Rehani, she returned to her sala and 
hired a fresh lineup of dancers. In 1931, she opened Casino Badia, a new theater 
complex with a cinema, cabaret, and a theater. By now she was training some of 
Cairo’s future dancing stars, including Tahia Carioca. Sadly, while on an extended 
tour, this theater was sold out from under her by a scheming nephew/manager and 
his mistress…Masabni opened another one next door in retaliation.  
 
In 1940, Masabni moved her club to a bigger, newer location across from Cairo’s 
old opera house. The Casino Opera, as it came to be known, was posted with an 
English-language sign “American Bar Restaurant Cafe and Music Hall,” and 
included a restaurant, café and bar, as well as a movie theater and performance 
stage. With Cairo filled with World War II personnel from England, France, Saudi, and 
America, Masabni created shows that responded to their tastes. She is credited 
(and sometimes condemned) with the westernization of Egyptian traditional 
dances: in the interest of “elevating” Egypt’s dance, she used European traditions to 
create more sophisticated and graceful dancers. 
 
Badia Masabni developed a star lineup of dancers for her cabaret with up to 50 
dancers and an orchestra of musicians. Masabni ran a dance school through which 
to train her cohort of dancers with herself as head instructor and visiting European 
dancers teaching non-Arabic forms. They practiced and trained daily and took 
leading positions as they developed as artists. Masabni arranged the dancers on 
stage as a chorus with the soloist (herself initially) in front, a practice that continues 
today. Egyptian film companies used the nightclub as a setting and her dancers 
and musicians as film artists. 
  
Under her direction, a new variety of dance began to take shape out of Egypt’s 
traditional dances. Called Raqs Sharqi (literally “Dance of the East” but commonly 
called Orientale or Classical dance), its movement vocabulary is much more 
cosmopolitan drawing on influences well beyond its baladi origins. And although 
the new form was intentionally called “Oriental” dance to distinguish it from 
“Occidental” dance, it was in fact influenced by both the Russian ballet and 
America’s film industry because of the international prestige accorded those 
institutions. 
 

“Masabny employed western choreographers such as Isaac Dixon, Robbie 
Robinson and Christo, who added elements from other dance traditions, for 
example, the turns and traveling steps from western dance forms such as 
ballet and ballroom dance. The late master instructor and choreograph 
Ibrahim Akif, who also worked with Masabny, identified “shimmies”, 
undulating movements (including what we sometimes refer to as “camals”), 
circles and “eights”, as well as various hip thrusts and drops as being the 
original “Sharqi” or oriental movements.”33 
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Suheir Zaki dancing raks sharki to Laylet Hob 
http://youtu.be/QeeyccWnO4s 

 
 Of Masabni’s clubs, historian Marilee Nugent writes: 
 

“It was here and at similar night spots in Algiers, Beirut and Cairo that raqs 
sharqi developed into the sophisticated and refined art form of today, 
distinguished from its predecessor, baladi, by a greater use of stage space, a 
larger movement vocabulary, use of veils, a Hollywood-inspired two-piece 
sequined costume, and such balletic influences as more expressive use of the 
arms, the introduction of choreography and a more elevated carriage often 
on the balls of the feet (or in high heels).”34 

 
Despite her artistic savvy, Masabni was not a good judge of character and her club 
and properties were again mishandled leaving her with an unmanageable federal 
tax burden. She escaped the tax and Egypt on a private plane and settled into a 
private life on a small farm in Lebanon. Masabni trained a whole generation of 
dancers and musicians, but the stars of her dance lineup were Samia Gamal, 
Naiema Afek, and Tahia Carioca.  
 

Samia Gamal Egyptian belly dancer 1944  
http://youtu.be/DHT1OH7B74s 

 
Tahia Carioca (1919-1999) 
When dancer and film star Tahia Carioca died in 1999 at the age of 80, the Egyptian 
government paid for her funeral “as a mark of respect”35 and the Egyptian Culture 
Minister, Farouk Hosni, lead her funeral procession. How did a professional dancer, in 
one of the most choreophobic nations in the Middle East, become one of Egypt’s 
most respected artists?  
 
Born Badawia Mohamed Karim Ali Sayed in 1919, she was privileged enough to 
attend school and study ballet as a child. When she was about six-years-old, she saw 
professional dancer Suad Muhassen perform at a family wedding. So charmed was 
little Badawia that she stood and spontaneously began imitating Suad. Badawia was 
severely slapped by her oldest brother who insinuated that all dancers are whores.  
 
Sadly, when Badawia’s grandmother and primary caretaker died, Badawia was sent 
to live with this same brother. His treatment of her was appalling: to prevent her from 
dancing he beat and chained her to her bed. At the age of eight, refusing to submit, 
she managed an escape, hid out for several days, walked to the train station and 
employed all her charms to con a ride to Cairo. 
 
She made her way to Emad el Din Street and eventually into the company of the 
very same Suad Muhassen, who remembered the incident at the wedding. Suad 
took her in and trained her. In 1932, Badawia became Tahia Carioca, her last name 
deriving from a choreography Issac Dixon created for her. It was inspired by the 
music from then popular film Flying Down to Rio starring Fred Astaire and Ginger 
Rogers. Tahia performed at Suad’s club until she sold it and arranged for Carioca to 
join the Casino Badia. She was fourteen.  
 

Tahia Carioca in the film Shore of Love 1950 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYI8h2gR9x4&list=PL403EF05A03015F52 
 
Carioca in the film Laila, Bint Al Reef (Laila, The Country Girl), 1941 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67igtykUrbg&list=PL403EF05A03015F52 
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The Golden Age of Egyptian Musicals extended from 1935-1965, approximately the 
same period as the golden age of Hollywood musicals. At its peak between 1950-55, 
40% of all Egyptian-made movies were musicals. The Egyptian film industry looked to 
its urban nightclubs for talent (not unlike the way Hollywood looked to vaudeville in 
its earliest years). In 1933, two of Egypt’s most popular singers—Muhammad ‘Abd al-
Wahhab and Umm Kulthum—sang popular tunes on the movie screen and in 1936, 
Badia Masabni made what is believed to be the first appearance of a bellydancer 
in an Egyptian-made film.36 She set in motion a passion for on-screen dancers and 
Tahia Carioca, with her stunning natural beauty and saucy attitude, became one of 
its most popular. Carioca’s first film appearance was in 1935, but she only became a 
household name in 1946.  
 
The Egyptian female dancer became a central character in many of these films. 
Egyptian directors placed its dancing stars in settings that would be typical in 
Egyptian social life—private celebrations, weddings, and cabarets—where the 
actress-dancers play out the same social tensions as real-life dancers. For example, 
Tahia Carioca often played the bint il-balad, the good country girl, the good wife 
who dances only in the privacy of home. She played against friend and rival, 
Nagwa Fouad who portrayed the “dangerous, seductive, illicit” cabaret soloist.  
 
Both performed the same style of dance but the context of their dancing changed 
how the dancers were perceived: “Surprisingly enough, the dance movements can 
be exactly the same, but the intent of a single female dancer and a group of 
women dancing is interpreted in diametrically opposing terms. The solo dancer is 
destructive of society, while the group dancers are recreating and celebrating 
social life”.37 Carioca also portrayed the “Mu’alima” or the courageous and 
independent yet virtuous and traditionally oriented mistress. In later years, she took 
the roles of queens and mothers.38 In her highly refined film dancing, she 
demonstrated to the Egyptian public the respectability and beauty of its own 
dance tradition. 
 
Tahia Carioca, daughter of Muhammad Ali Street and star of Egyptian film, 
succeeded in altering the public attitude towards dancers, in large part due to her 
inherent balad, her Egyptianness:  “You couldn’t take Tahia out of a Cairo night-
club, stage, or wedding feast,” writes Edward Said. “She is entirely local, 
untranslatable, commercially unviable except in those places…” “Tahia was known 
to every Arab partly because of her stunning virtuosity as a great dancer—no one 
ever approached her unrivalled mastery of the genre—and her colorful, thoroughly 
Egyptian playfulness, i.e. the word-play, gestures, ironic flirtatiousness…”39 
 
Despite her difficult beginnings, Carioca became a star of stage and screen, 
performed for kings and lived like a queen. She performed in 300 films, plays, and 
television programs. She married 14 times to actors, singers, directors, and one 
American army officer (whose disastrous marriage resulted in her being tossed out 
of her home while her husband took all her costumes, memorabilia, and jewelry.)  
 
She was politically and socially outspoken and even brazen, resulting in multiple 
imprisonments. Yet, in 1936, so powerful was her magnetism as an artist, that King 
Farouk invited her to dance for his wedding to Queen Farida. Tahia was 
accompanied in this procession by Egypt’s most beloved singer, Umm Kulthum, 
endearing her even further with the Egyptian public. Carioca retired from public 
performance after the 1952 Egyptian revolution but continued to perform in film until 
1986. In her retirement, she embraced her Islamic heritage, began wearing hijab 
and took pilgrimage to the Holy Lands. 
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NATIONAL FOLKDANCE AND THE FAMILIES REDA AND FAHMY 
In order for a nation-state to create and maintain a collective identity, indigenous arts 
are often appropriated and presented as a living representation of the nation itself. 
The attempt to represent an entire nation-state through dance rests on the 
assumption that some kind of coherent national character or national system of 
values exists. As Egypt struggled to create a post-colonial identity after the 1952 
revolution, it’s leaders turned away from its elite urban centers and towards its rural 
and tribal folk for evidence of an “authentic” Egypt. They attempted to elevate the 
status of their folk music and dance by placing trained artists on Western-style 
theatrical stages and presenting their folk arts as the embodiment of the national 
spirit. Typically, state-sponsored national dance companies are lead by charismatic 
dancers who are responsible for research, training, choreography, and programing. In 
Egypt, two such artists were Mahmoud Reda and Farida Fahmy. 
 
The families Reda and Fahmy were the driving forces behind the creation of Egypt’s 
premiere national folkdance company, The Reda Troupe. Both families were from 
Cairo’s middle classes, both father’s served at Cairo University, and both families were 
supportive of Egyptian performing arts. Ali Reda was a prize ballroom dancer—he 
performed at Masabni’s Casino Badia at one time—and “was very proud of being the 
first man in Egypt to have “dancer” on his passport.”40 His younger brother, Mahmoud, 
was a member of Egypt’s Olympic gymnastic team at the 1952 Helsinki games.  
 
Mahmoud married Nadida Fahmy (who died a mere 5 years later) and Ali married her 
sister, Farida (née Melda). Each of them contributed to the formation of the Reda 
Troupe, Ali as its business manager and artistic advisor, Mahmoud its choreographer 
and lead male performer, Nadida as seamstress, and Farida as the principal female 
dancer and costume designer. With the addition of their principal composer, Ali 
Ismael, the company—now comprised of fourteen dancers—made its debut 
performance in 1959.  
 
To inject the company with respectability, they refused to perform in nightclubs and 
insisted on working only on proper theater stages. The Egyptian Ministry of Culture 
became interested in the company as a patriotic demonstration of Egyptian culture. 
In 1961, the Ministry took it under its auspices providing economic stability and social 
respectability. The Reda Troupe came to stand for the nation of Egypt in international 
tours and at diplomatic performances. “By presenting the Reda Troupe on state 
occasions the government further emphasized the integrity, validity, and artistic worth 
of indigenous Egyptian culture, free in Egyptian eyes from Western themes and 
ideals.”41  
 
Mahmoud was their primary choreographer and he drew his inspiration from the 
musicals of Fred Astaire and Gene Kelly, from his brother, Ali, and from the folk 
traditions he observed in the countryside. Mahmoud and several of his company 
members traveled to Upper Egypt recording and documenting local music, dance, 
and costume. Rather than simply recreate these dances on the stage, Mahmoud 
invented more elaborate and theatrical choreographies while maintaining an 
identifiable Egyptianness in character and style. He claimed that what he was doing 
was never intended as an ethnographic recreation, but his own artistic output inspired 
by folkloric sources. 
 
Farida Fahmy represented the “bint il-balad,” a true daughter of the country. As such, 
Fahmy helped to transform the image of the female Egyptian dancer, following the 
lead of Carioca and others. She provided Egyptians with an alternative to its 
internationally known and locally disparaged bellydancers. As a member of the Reda 
Troupe, “She was clearly dancing as part of a group celebrating traditional Egyptian 
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life, and not as an independent woman dancing alone for dubious purposes. She 
always danced as part of a group, just as an ‘honorable’ woman is always 
surrounded by her family.”42 Farida and the Reda company “showed Egyptians a 
new image of themselves” through their stage and television performances and two 
feature films directed by Ali Reda. Farida also performed the bint il-balad in several 
other popular films directed by her husband.  
 
The Reda Troupe were highly decorated receiving formal accolades from Egyptian 
president Gamal Abdel Nasser, King Hussein of Jordan, and President Borkeba of 
Tunisia. They sparked a renewed passion for Egypt’s own folk traditions and inspired 
the creation of many smaller folkloric dance companies.  
 
As a government-sponsored company, Reda was obligated by Ministry rules and 
Mahmoud was forced to retire at age 60. After the deaths of her father and Ali 
Ishamel, Farida retired and moved to Los Angeles where she earned a master’s in 
dance ethnology at UCLA. She returned to Cairo in 1988. With the loss of its 
pioneers—Mahmoud and Ali Reda, Ali Ismael, and Farida Fahmy—the Reda Troupe 
became a ward of the state and deteriorated quickly. It became, in Mahmoud’s 
own words, a “shadow” of its original self. 
 
Their legacy, however, lives on in the global world of Middle Eastern dance. Many 
contemporary teachers in Egypt and the U.S. were trained by Mahmoud Reda. 
While the Reda Troupe never performed bellydance, they helped preserve and 
disseminate Egypt’s indigenous dance traditions, a project still ongoing. And, at 
least for one historical moment, Reda elevated the status of Egyptian dancers, 
female and male. 
 

Farida Fahmy and Mahmoud Reda 
http://youtu.be/MFi4jPZpFAY 

 
TRADITIONS OF MALE DANCERS IN EGYPT 
Bellydance is primarily a female form, but it is not exclusively so. Egyptian men have 
always participated enthusiastically in dance activities at private parties and 
celebrations, at folkloric events, and on the stage. There are specialty dances 
performed by men that mimic traditional activities, including a musket dance, 
dancing atop a horse and the tahtib, a mock combat dance with wooden staff 
that dates to Pharaonic times. Between 1834-49, male dancers known as “khawals” 
replaced the ghawazi who were banned from Cairo. They wore the same costume 
and performed the same dances as their female counterparts.43 Male dancers were 
to be found on Muhammad Ali Street and were later encouraged to participate in 
Egypt’s various national folkdance companies. Mahmoud and Ali Reda, as we have 
already seen, were leaders in this movement.  
 
Contemporary male dancers are moving away from strictly folkloric work and 
developing into raqs sharqi performers. Folk dances tend to be extroverted and 
employ more gesture, travel and stepping; raqs sharqi is more subtle, employing 
torso articulations like rolls, hip circles and shimmies. Because sharqi was created on 
and for women’s bodies, the male bellydancer must find masculine ways of 
expressing the same movements. They also must overcome social and cultural 
prejudice associating male bellydance with homosexuality. Indeed, today, the word 
“khawal” is a vulgarism for homosexual.  
 
In historical literature, khawals are referred to as ghawazi or female impersonators: 
not as men performing men’s dances, but as men performing women’s dances. In 
order to overcome this historical association, today’s male bellydancers pay special 
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attention to expressing their masculinity. They do this in part by including traditionally 
male Arabic folk dances (such as the tahtib) in their programs, thus providing a 
masculine context for their sharqi performance. In Egypt, professional dancers are 
likely to wear a gallabiya—a traditional long-sleeved, floor-length dress worn by 
Arabic men. The scarf tied at the hip is worn by men and women to emphasize hip 
movements and is a traditional signal that dancing will happen.  
 
Male dancers may wear modified street clothing, a reminder of the traditional place 
of male dancers in social contexts rather than on stage. This also acts as a safeguard 
in situations where a professional male dancer might not be completely welcome. In 
2008, the New York Times reported that “Mahmoud Karim, 20, who dances in discos 
along Pyramids Street, says he pretends to be an enthusiastic customer but actually 
gets paid by clubs to perform. ‘Just in case someone objects, the owner says I'm an 
amateur,’ he says.”44 Despite social reservations, men are entering the field of dance 
in great numbers, encouraged by the work of men like the Reda brothers and 
contemporary dancer Tito Seif. 
 
Egyptian performer, Tito Seif (née Atiya Ahmad of Cairo), is one of the most famous 
and most skillful contemporary male bellydancers in the world. Known for his 
acrobatic skills, his shimmies and his showmanship, his charismatic stage presence has 
been compared to Tahiya Carioca’s (Stavros).   
 
Seif performs a traditional Saidi tahtib but modernizes it by manipulated up to four 
sticks at a time, juggling them while executing sharqi movements. He also dances on 
top of a doumbek drum, shimmying the drum across the floor while he shimmies on 
top. In addition to enormous talent, Tito is a consummate performer: handsome and 
charming, funny and flirtatious. “With his technique and smile, Tito does not simply 
dance; he seems to be creating Dance anew in every performance and even in 
every workshop.”45 He typically appears wearing a simple gallabiya but is often seen 
in bright colored, spangled and beaded pants and shirt or a dazzling spandex 
unitard. Seif is now an internationally respected performer and teacher and has 
trained male and female dancers in Egypt, Europe and the U.S. 
 

Tito Seif 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHd7n5EqDPo&list=PL403EF05A03015F52 
 
Tito Seif and Hala Fauzi in California 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvP1evlIqzo&list=PL403EF05A03015F52 

 
 
THE SURVIVAL OF BELLYDANCE IN EGYPT 
The dancing arts of the ghawazi, awalim, and Muhammad Ali Street performers 
began to diminish for many reasons: the desegregation of weddings, the introduction 
of recorded music, the restrictions on public celebrations of saint’s days, the decline 
of trade guilds, and the rise of religious fundamentalism. But, Cairo’s nightclub 
activities, fed by tourists from the Gulf States and from Europe and America was lively 
and thriving into the late 1980s. There were hundreds of venues in the city at hotels, 
cafés, cabarets, and theaters. There were dozens of good dancers, musicians and 
costumers creating original work. Some dancers performed 1-2 hour-long sets with 
multiple costume changes at multiple venues. Some hired musicians to compose 
original work for 10-50 piece orchestras.  
 

“Before the Gulf War just a decade ago, dancing and music could be found 
throughout Cairo in easily a hundred different venues, from the elegant five 
star hotel nightclubs and mirrored discos to the smoky Pyramids Street 
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cabarets and Nile side garden cafes. At the most glamorous night spots top 
dancers and singers entertained the glitterati— jet-setters, bureaucrats and 
high-profile celebrities sat at linen covered tables set with bottles of scotch 
and soda, tuxedoed waiters hovering nearby. On any given night one could 
watch Nagwa Fouad, Sohair Zeki, Fifi Abdou, Dina, Lucy, and a dozen 
others, following their favorite performer, if they so wished, from stage to 
stage until morning’s light.”46  

 
Native dancers believe the high-standards of cabaret dance in the 1980s has 
diminished significantly with a crackdown on locals who were replaced by foreign-
born dancers—especially Russian and Turkish who bring an overtly sexual and highly 
flamboyant flair to their bellydance. Young Egyptian women are not being 
encouraged to take up dancing as a profession. It appears that what’s in danger of 
being lost is not the dance itself but its “Egyptianess.” In 2005, Nagwa Fouad, fearful 
of the loss of Egyptian-style bellydance, urged the Egyptian government to establish 
a national school of dance and offered her skills as an instructor.47 To my 
knowledge, no action was taken. 
 
Religious fundamentalism may be the greatest threat to Egyptian bellydance. 
Brooks reports that there has been a “wave of resignation by women artists” 
beginning in the 1980s. The threats on their livlihoods and lives produced 
unsustainable levels of stress: in response they renounce their art and “take the veil.”  
 
Since the 2011 revolution in Egypt, dancing has nearly disappeared. The tourism that 
kept the art lively and profitable has dried up. Many of the clubs were burned or 
destroyed in the riots. Cairo resident Debbie Brown reports that Raqia Hassan’s 
Ahlan Wa Sahlan Festival, which attracted 1,500 people in 2010, brought only 250 to 
the 2011 event. She also commented that she rarely sees soloists anywhere today, 
especially since the upper- and middle-classes turned away from live entertainment 
at weddings: they now use DJs. Even Egypt’s national folk dance companies are out 
of favor as young people turn to hip hop and salsa. Oriental dance is just not 
current. 
 
Egyptian’s own love-hate sentiments towards dance combined with a growing 
conservatism and a generational turn towards technology-based entertainment has 
put Egypt’s precious dance arts in jeopardy. Raqs sharqi is an extremely flexible 
form, adaptable to many cultural aesthetics and that alone will preserve the form. 
Technology will help to preserve the technique through video archiving. 
Egyptianess, however, can only be preserved by those who understand it best, by 
those who live the Egyptian aesthetic, by those who feel its heartbeat as their own. 
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ORIENTALIST EXPRESSIONS: THE FIRST 100 YEARS OF BELLYDANCE IN THE WEST  
America and the Middle East 
Since before it’s founding, the United States of America has had a long and tense relationship with 
the Middle East. As a largely coastal and therefore maritime nation, the soon-to-be Americans 
conducted a healthy trade with North African and Mediterranean Arabic nations. Collectively 
known as the “Barbary Coast” this was a dangerous region in the 17th century with assault from 
Algerian, Moroccan, Libyan and Tunisian “corsairs”—or pirates—a real threat. These pirates would 
attack Western trade ships, confiscate the cargo and enslave the crew.  
 
Following its War of Independence, America lost its naval protection from Britain and, having no navy 
of its own, became vulnerable to piracy from North Africa. The threat of losing its access to trade in 
the Mediterranean forced the newly established American government to either negotiate 
expensive tribute or go to war. They’ve been negotiating ever since. 
 
American fantasies of the Orient have never been deterred by actual conditions in region. These 
fantasies were fed by tantalizing mythic histories found in the Bible and by an exotic world created in 
one very popular book—A Thousand and One Arabian Nights (published in English in 1708). From the 
religious heights of Biblical tales to the sensory delights of Scheherezade’s stories; from rumors of 
skullduggery on the high seas to legends of free-spirited nomadic gypsies: American’s were 
captivated by these unknown lands and—despite actual reports decrying the horrible conditions of 
the Ottoman Empire—began a love affair with the Orient. 
 
Chicago World Fair and the Legend of Little Egypt 
North African dance and music were given global exposure through European and American 
cultural expositions. In 1876, America’s 100-year anniversary was celebrated at the Centennial 
Exhibition in Philadelphia where Middle Eastern pavilions were featured. In 1889, at a Parisian 
exhibition of modern wonders and curiosities, soon-to-be American theater impresario, Sol Bloom 
witnessed a revue of Egyptian and Algerian entertainers. Four years later he hired them to perform at 
America’s celebration of the Colombian discovery of the New World.  
 
The World’s Columbian Exposition (commonly known as the Chicago World Fair) was held in Chicago 
in 1893 to showcase American ingenuity (Edison’s kinetiscope and lightbulbs and Hershey’s 
chocolate-making machine, for examples) and America’s political reach. The most popular and 
profitable feature of the Fair was the entertainment center, the Midway Plaisance. 
 
The Midway exposed visitors to fantastical cultures of East and West. It featured Wild West shows 
(including Buffalo Bill Cody and Annie Oakley), balloon rides, and a stroll through a manufactured 
“Mohammeden” world created by Sol Bloom and entrepreneur Joseph Levy. The Midway featured 
“exhibits” reproducing Middle Eastern cultures—Egyptian, Algerian, Tunisian, Turkish and Moroccan—
replete with dwellings, markets, and cafes, all inhabited by “natives” employed to imitate themselves 
for the entertainment of Westerners. Visitors could ride camels or drink Turkish coffee…but far and 
away, exotic dance and music was its main attraction. La danse du ventre (“the dance of the 
stomach”) was introduced to millions of Americans who flocked to see what had become a highly 
controversial dance.  
 
The legend of Little Egypt also began here. She was believed to be the first bellydancer to perform in 
this country and make la danse du ventre popular through her exposure and popularity at the Fair. It 
is true that Americans first saw a set of Middle Eastern dances and a number of performers at the 
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Midway. We know that there were Syrian and Palestinian Jewish dancers, Tunisian, 
Algerian, and Berber dancers; Parisian imitators of Persian dancers; and Egyptian 
ghawazi.48 Syrian dancers Fahreda Mahzar and Ashea Wabe are often pointed to as 
possible candidates for the Little Egypt title, as was dancer Fatima who was featured 
in one of Thomas Edison’s first kinetograph.  
 
But we do not know if Little Egypt was a singular performer or a legend constructed on 
stories about a number of dancers who performed at the Midway, toured America 
after the Fair closed, and many who imitated the authentic Middle Eastern dance in 
order to cash in on this new and popular form. Sadly, “Little Egypt” became a generic 
term for cootch dancers, who were mostly performing cheap and exploitative 
imitations.  
 
Sol Bloom voiced concern over the degradation of dans du ventre which he called 
“a masterpiece of rhythm and beauty.”49 After the authentic dancers returned home 
from the Fair, American women capitalized on the exotic power of the dance to 
make a living. These were generally women of no other recourse. They imitated the 
gyrating movement and revealing dress to perform in burlesque, vaudeville, and 
amusement park side shows. What was originally a legitimate ethnic dance quickly 
became a purely sexualized show and most certainly pre-figured the striptease.  
 

Fatima filmed by Thomas Edison in 1896 
http://youtu.be/zxZoXJBILbc 
 
Princess Raja in 1904 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42Tj7k9Egig&feature=share&list=PLA43A57
87E23107EF 

 
Orientalist Aesthetics 
The creation of an oriental aesthetic in the West was driven by fantasies of sexuality 
and gender. It appealed to the wealthy classes of the early 19th century who filled 
their homes with art, décor, and costume based on Turkish or North African themes. By 
the turn-of the-century, Orientalism became a marketing meme to sell low-priced 
merchandise to the middle classes: tobacco, jewelry, cosmetics, home décor, fashion 
all carrying the one-time symbol of affluence.  
 
Three turn-of-the-century artists—Oscar Wilde, Ruth St. Denis, and Leon Bakst—appear 
in bellydancers own telling of their history because each has contributed to the 
enduring orientalist aesthetic in American bellydance. St. Denis, in particular, 
continues to be an influence on even the most contemporary forms of bellydance 
(Gothic and Dark Fusion) and Wilde’s Salome appears often as a femme fatale. 
 
Oscar Wilde and Salomania 
In 1893, the same year the Chicago World Fair opened, British playwright Oscar Wilde 
wrote Salome, a play depicting the Biblical Hebrew seductress.50 He is credited with 
having invented her now infamous “Dance of the Seven Veils” which had never 
appeared in any previous stories about Salome.51 Sarah Bernhardt was to play the 
leading character but the performance was banned on the grounds that it illegally 
represented biblical characters on the stage. The first production of the play wasn’t 
until 1907, but the play sold extremely well in print all over Europe and America. 
Wilde’s interpretation of Salome as a femme-fatale caught on with the leisure class 
and the legend of Salome began to emerge as a fad throughout Europe and 
America.   
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“Salomania” was an aspect of the Western fascination 
with the Orient, reaching its peak around 1909 and 
fading by the beginning of World War I. Based largely on 
Wilde’s portrayal of her, many disenfranchised women 
began to see Salome as a figure of female liberation. 
And many artists—including Maud Allen, Ida Rubenstein, 
and Colette—took to the stages to portray Salome’s 
dance shoeless and corset-less, costumed in bejewelled 
bras and hip-clinging skirts.  
 
In New York City, socialites held women-only Salome 
parties where they re-enacted the Salome’s they saw 
performed at vaudeville and music halls. Broadway 
impresario Florenz Zeigfeld included them in his 
American version of the French Folies-Bergere. One of 
his  dancers helped perpetuate the Salome mystique: 
 
“Follies performer Mlle. Daze, actually Daisy Peterkin 

from Detroit, opened a school for Salomes. It quickly became popular and by 
1908, Mlle. Daze was graduating 150 Salomes every month. Dancing the same 
routine, they entered the coast to coast vaudeville circuits.”52  

 
For some of these women, dancing on public stages was a rebellious act; for many 
others, it was simply economic necessity. Just like Egypt’s ghawazi, Salomes and Little 
Egypts challenged religious and secular moral standards. They went against the 
gendered status quo; they stood for independent female power and were therefore 
both admired and feared. These women reinvented themselves out of economic 
necessity, a desire to maintain independent lives, and to thumb their noses at social 
restrictions on women. Some were, in their day, praised as great artists. Some ended 
up impovershed and rejected by society once the Salome craze ended. One—Mata 
Hari—was put to death on trumped up charges of treason after a scandalous career 
as a performer and courtesan.  
 

Photo gallery of Mata Hari 
http://youtu.be/ozXkox7DgQk 
 
Rita Hayworth as Salome performs Dance of the 7 Veils with choreographed 
by Valerie Bettis 1953 
http://youtu.be/JjI8G6gA65w 

 
Ruth St. Denis and Divine Dance 
American modern dancer, Ruth St. Denis (née Ruthie Dennis of New Jersey 1878-
1969), contributed to the Western fascination with the Orient by means of her 
inventive imagination. Desiring to create a “Divine Dance,” as she termed it, she 
turned to Egypt and India which both had long traditions of sacred dancing and 
ample mythologies from which to draw.  
 
In the eyes of the Occident, the Orient was either shockingly immoral or the source of 
profound spiritual knowledge: St. Denis exploited this Oriental mystique. She drew 
inspiration from her intensive studies of history, art, and literature, from traveling 
Orientalist sideshows, from her acquaintance with Hindi immigrants in Coney Island, 
and of course from one famous Egyptian cigarette poster in Buffalo.  
 
She also traveled to and performed in Asia and observed street, court, and religious 
dances in, among other countries, India. Her first Orientalist solo was Radha (Krishna’s 

Salome with the head 
of John the Baptist 
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mortal consort and dancing partner) performed in 1905 and Egypta, her full-length 
ballet, was first performed in 1910. For Radha, St. Denis wore a colorful, jeweled full skirt 
and short-cropped bodice and danced bare legged and bare footed, considered 
quite scandalous in her day.   
 
St. Denis performed Nautch (late 19th century female Indian dancers/entertainers) in 
India itself and to great local acclaim. Scholar Uttara Asha Coorlawala suggests 
reviewers may have been "flattered" to see their dance "represented in a superior 
context (i.e., within the frames of colonialist taste)."54 Through her performances in the 
Orient, St. Denis reflected a Westernized image of the East back on itself, which in turn 
reflected a revised image of itself back to the West. This is a process of mutual 
revisioning that we also see in the development Egyptian Raqs Sharqi at a later date. 
 

Selection from Ruth St. Denis documentary by Frank Lombardo 2006 
http://youtu.be/C6b_mQqULsM 

 
Leon Bakst and Russia’s Orient 
Russia, which borders on several Middle Eastern countries, carries a dual identity as 
both Western and Eastern, Occidental and Oriental. Russian-born Leon Bakst was one 
of the premier theatrical set and costume designer for the Ballets Russes. Bakst created 
exotic costumes and set designs for Diaghilev’s Cleopatra (set in Egypt) (1909) and 
Scheherazade (set in Baghdad) (1910) that reflected Russian Orientalist tastes and 
their relationships with the Orient on their own borders. The rich colors and exotically 
draped fabrics Bakst employed created a fashion and home décor craze in Europe.54 

 
After the Ballet Russes toured America in 1916, Baskt’s designs spread “like an 
uncontrolled virus.” Hollywood caught the fever and began producing Orientalist films 
populated with pretty harem girls in the two-piece, midriff-revealing costumes.55 The 
origins of this costume, known as a bedlah, are controversial with some claiming that 
Hollywood invented the look, exporting it back to Egypt where it became the 
standard bellydance costume. More research needs to be done to confirm this. 
 

Leon Bakst costume drawings for "Scheherazade" music by N. Rimsky-Korsakov  
http://youtu.be/Xky-7ZEYpz8 

 
Hollywood’s Orient 
The moving picture industry recognized early how well dance would show off the new 
technology. One of the earliest is a film of a North African dancer named Fatima 
recorded in 1897 at Thomas Edison's studio in New Jersey. Little is known about Fatima 
except that she performed dans du ventre at Coney Island, posed for photographs 
there, and performed for Thomas Edison’s camera. Her moving image was used in 
Peep Show machines of the time because her torso movements were considered 
erotic. Today you can see two versions of the dance, one censored with white bands 
blocking out her chest and hip movements56 

 
Middle Eastern themes in film provided American’s with a world of fantasy and 
sensuality. Hollywood created its own Orient driven by a set of stereotypes. Two key 
elements were “the harem fantasy of dancing girls [and] the brave and romantic sheik 
of the desert”.57 Characters drawn from Middle Eastern history and myth—Ali Baba, 
Aladdin, Sinbad the Sailor, Salome, Cleopatra—were set in a limited variety of plots: 
“the adventure romance, the biblical epic, and the espionage-thriller.”58 

 
Dancers, in particular, helped to “establish context in Middle Eastern theme films.” 
Hollywood choreographers—and costumers, set designers, and composers—drew 
inspiration from any and all regions of the Eastern world making no distinction between 
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them. These they used “like a veneer” over Western theatrical conventions resulting in 
a poly-Oriental aesthetic. In effect, writes Stone, they mixed the familiarity of Western 
theater with the exotic otherness of the East to subdue the anxiety presented by 
Oriental strangeness. In so doing, they promoted stereotypes of Middle Eastern 
people and perpetuated cultural and behavioral myths. 
 
Rebecca Stone notes that following the silent film era in Hollywood—the era of 
Rudolph Valentino as the Sheik and Theda Bera as the Great Vamp—moral 
gatekeepers instituted the now infamous Hollywood censorship codes49 in an attempt 
to regulate onscreen obscenities, including danced ones. In one passage, the 
forbidden movements are specified and are clearly directed towards Oriental dance 
with its emphasis on torso isolations: “dances with movement of the breasts, excessive 
body movements while the feet are stationary, violate decency and are wrong”.60 
Oriental-style dancers in later periods of film therefore employed more arm 
movements and traveling steps. And since they were forbidden from showing their 
bellybuttons, they raised the waistline of the skirt or covered the navel with a 
gemstone or vertical strips of cloth. 
 
Even if you didn’t grow up watching NBCs 1965 hit sitcom “I Dream of Jeannie,” you 
are probably familiar with its iconic Middle Eastern genie-in-a-bottle. Persian-born 
Jeannie (played by Barbara Eden) appears in a midriff-revealing vest and transparent 
pantaloons known as “harem pants” and sports what was known as an “Egyptian 
ponytail” (albeit a blond one). She lives in a bottle with Ottoman-style harem décor 
and is the personal slave of her American Air Force master. It was the 60s version of 
the Orientalist fantasy.  
 
Modern bellydancers have ambiguous feelings about American Orientalist 
representations of the East: on the one hand, they are aware of the sexualization of 
the Oriental dancer; on the other, they are caught up it its allure and attempting to 
re-inscribe its meaning.  
 
CONTEXTUALIZING BELLYDANCE IN AMERICA’S MELTING POT 
American Multiculturalism 
American bellydance should always be understood as a pastiche of elements from 
North Africa, the Middle East, Eastern Mediterranean, and America. As a country of 
immigrants, Americans have struggled to understand how its diverse origins are 
managed and expressed in actual life. American immigrants, along with its 
indigenous peoples and descendants of slave populations, each have distinctive 
historical experiences in this country. But, nations attempt to create and maintain 
homogeneity, or internal sameness, through myth-making, propaganda, or force. It is 
a grand social project always in process, always being evaluated.  
 
In America, heterogeneity—internal difference—emerges through immigration, ethnic 
politics, and the presence of indigenous populations. In such a multicultural society, 
many cultural forms exist side-by-side as evidence and statements of the various 
cultures that make up this society. America’s national slogan, E Pluribus Unum (One 
out of Many) as well as its informal one, The Melting Pot, express its desire to create a 
single society out of its many immigrants.  
 
Middle Eastern Immigration 
Middle Easterners began immigrating to the United States in the late 19th century. In 
this early period, both Christian’s and Muslim’s from “Greater Syria” (including 
Lebanon, Jordan, Palestine/Israel, and Syria) fled their homelands due to economic 
hardship, political instability, and to escape conscription into the Ottoman army. With 
the fall of the Ottoman Empire in 1922 and the end of World War I, rural Muslims 
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immigrated for economic opportunity and a stable political system. The American 
Congress then placed quotas on non-European and uneducated immigrants and the 
flow from Middle Eastern countries slowed.  
 
In 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed into law an open door policy, eliminating 
the Western European bias, and Middle Easterners began immigrating in greater 
numbers. Again, they emigrated to escape widespread Middle Eastern political unrest 
(civil wars and wars of aggression) and to access American education, labor 
opportunities, and a democratic way of life. Many settled in urban ethnic enclaves in 
New York City and Boston in the Northeast, Chicago and Detroit in the Mid-West, and 
Los Angeles and San Francisco on the West coast.  
 
AMERICA’S GOLDEN AGE OF BELLYDANCE: 1960s-70s 
 
In the 1960s, New York City’s Arabic club district along Eighth Avenue was populated 
by a mix of Middle Eastern immigrant families including Arab, Turk, Greek, and 
Lebanese. This cosmopolitan neighborhood created a rich context for the 
interchange of aesthetic ideas. In an effort to assuage their homesickness, local 
families began to open restaurants and clubs where they could eat familiar foods and 
hear familiar music in the company of family and friends. The musicians who played in 
these venues had played together at mixed Middle Eastern social events and were 
fusing their individual native traditions into a modern, multi-ethnic sound. 
 
Along with these local musicians, professional dancers from Greece, Turkey, and 
Lebanon were imported to create a more varied entertainment. American dancers 
and musicians interested in learning Oriental arts learned rhythms and basic folk 
movements from these dancers, musicians and restaurant/club owners. Together they 
created a uniquely American style of Oriental dance and music. 
 
During this era, Americans favored Lebanese and Turkish styles in large part because 
these dancers were among the earliest to appear in America’s ethnic club circuit. In 
the early 1950s, for example, Turkish dancer Nejla Ates taught and performed in NYC 
alongside Armenian, Pakistani, Romani and Greek dancers. Turkish born Ozel Turkbas, 
who created some of the earliest how-to books and LPs for oriental dance, is often 
credited with introducing Turkish dance to America. Turkish style may also have been 
favored because its gregarious and robust style appealed to American behavioral 
characteristics. Later, Egyptian styles took over, especially as video technology 
improved and as more dancers traveled there to study. 
 
American Oriental is not a singular style but is born from multiple sources. Anahid 
Sofian remembers that “We learned oriental dance as a ‘suite of dances’ with 
numerous rhythms and changes in mood”.61 Club patrons represented a host of 
Middle Eastern cultures and each wanted to hear their own music and see their own 
dance. Eventually, two types of shows evolved: the “cabaret” show which was more 
Turkish in flavor and the “ethnic” show which was more Arabic. All dancers were 
expected to play finger cymbals—“zills” in Turkey, “sagat” in Egypt—and would have 
been ridiculed if they were incompetent.  
 
In the early years, dancers performed long, solo improvisations. Each show lasted 20-
30 minutes and featured a series of rhythmic changes—ciftetelli, belady, karsilama—
that allowed the dancers to demonstrate various skills. The differences between the 
shows were revealed in styling, costume, and homeland politics (tensions between 
Arabic and former Ottoman states created a rift even in their diaspora causing some 
dancers to reject all Turkish elements).  
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The cabaret show featured Turkish style. The character of Turkish Oriental music and 
dance has its roots in Rom cultures known for their ostentatious style. The karsilama, for 
instance, is a fast-paced 9/8 rhythm that supports the dancers flamboyant, energetic, 
and sexually playful character. The slower ciftetelli was used for veil manipulations 
and “floor work”—dancing in splits, back bends, or side reclines. The costume worn by 
a Turkish Oriental dancer was a flashy, skin-revealing bedlah full with beaded fringe.  
 
The “ethnic” group of dancers preferred the more refined, mannered Arabic styles 
and covered their bodies in what they took to be folkloric costumes. The program was 
essential the same—they even used the same musicians—but each had its own 
“mystique.” Arabic style in America was influenced by the softer, gentler awalim-style 
of Egypt but even it became “an amalgamation of dances from throughout the 
Middle East with a little bit of American styling added.”62 

 

Serena Wilson (1933-2007) 
Serena Wilson, an exemplary artists of this period, had her own approach to this 
emerging art. Wilson’s life straddled a long period of cultural change in the U.S from 
the days of vaudeville to the evolution of Middle Eastern dance academies. She 
considered herself a creative artist and insisted that her Oriental dance technique 
was uniquely her own.  
 
Bronx-born Serena Wilson (née Serene Blake) was the daughter of vaudeville musical 
comedy performers, Blake and Blake, with whom she performed as a girl. After they 
settled in New York, her parents provided her with a solid education in art and dance. 
At age 7, she had the opportunity to study with Ruth St. Denis (then 62 years-old) who 
taught her own interpretation of Oriental dance. St. Denis became, for young Serena, 
an artist to emulate and St. Denis’ influence on her was lifelong.  
 
Wilson discovered the Salomania craze through art and photography. In the same 
way St. Denis explored fine art images for inspiration, images of Salome became the 
inspiration for much of Wilson’s choreography. Her vocabulary of movement was 
further developed from her dance study tours of Greece and Turkey and from artists 
at the Eighth Street clubs in Manhattan. 
 
Wilson considered herself to be a concert dancer, an interpretive artist free to explore 
and invent choreographies that drew from all of her experiences. As one of her 
biographers writes: 
 

“she began to define a movement vocabulary and choreographic style that 
would allow her to integrate her early training in ballet and St. Denis’ version of 
the Orient with her Middle Eastern vocabulary to create what she most often 
referred to as ‘Oriental dance.’”63  

 
When 19-year-old Serena Blake met musician and soon-to-be husband, Alan “Rip” 
Wilson, her dance career turned towards the Middle East. Rip’s Dixieland band was 
invited to perform at an Arabic event with the requirement that he supply a 
bellydancer. He asked Serena to perform to his arrangements of popular Middle 
Eastern songs (such as the Miserlou); she agreed and they began a lifelong 
partnership. 
 
The Wilsons arrived in Manhattan in the 1950s when Arabic nightclubs were emerging 
as popular entertainment venues. Enamored of its music and dance, the Wilsons 
developed their skills at the famed Greek-run Egyptian Gardens on Eighth Avenue. 
Later, they opened one of America’s first studios devoted to Middle Eastern dance, 
wrote three books on bellydance,64 and raised a son, Scott, who inherited his father’s 
musical abilities and often accompanied Serena with his band “Effendi.”  
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Serena Wilson was developing her bellydance technique during the early years of the 
feminist movement when female empowerment was both a personal and political 
goal for many American women. Her oriental dance was created deliberately to help 
women find, enhance and display a new-found femininity. 
 

“Essentially, she used the Orientalist trope of the dance as a representation of 
the feminine in order to evolve a technique that physically embodied her 
concept of femininity, of which the three major attributes were poise, grace 
and stamina.”65 

 
Wilson’s bellydance called for long, elegant postures, graceful hands and arms, and 
the ability to dance for 20 minutes or more in a café. She set standards for technical 
development and provided clear guidelines for stage performances that expressed 
Wilson’s notion of modern, feminine women: “joyful, soft, and feminine” but also 
“responsible for and in control of their sensuality and by extension their sexuality.” Her 
students embodied her interpretations of femininity and orientalism as they mastered 
her techniques. 
 
Wilson’s dance company, Serena Dance Theater, performed its first full-length 
narrative concert—“Mid East Diary”—in 1971 at New York’s Town Hall, a theater space 
that Ruth St. Denis herself performed in during the 1920s. The company performed on 
other concert stages throughout New York City as well as for its museums and opera 
company when Middle Eastern themes were needed.  
 
Wilson and her students also performed Oriental solo improvisations at nightclubs. 
Because, as Sellers-Young notes, Wilson performed on both formal concert stages and 
informal club venues, her work was largely overlooked by New York’s elite dance 
critics who generally did not take note of “ethnic” dance forms. Nevertheless, in 1983 
Wilson received the Ruth St. Denis Award for excellence in ethnic dance, a somewhat 
ironic award since neither St. Denis nor Wilson intended their dances to be received 
as ethnically authentic.  
 

Serena Wilson at the Egyptian Gardens in NYC 1960s 
http://youtu.be/jhVAiYQvLik 

 
 
AMERICA’S MODERN AGE OF BELLYDANCE: 1970-2000 
Modern Feminist Influences 
As Wilson’s story demonstrates, the conjunction of American feminism and bellydance 
in the 1970s altered the ways women perceived the dance which, in turn, redirected 
the development of bellydance. America has its own choreophobic history starting 
with the New England Puritans who saw dance as a sinful distraction from God. In 
fact, Protestantism encouraged the notion that the body itself was sinful thereby 
creating the alienation of the body and its pleasures. Women in particular were 
restricted to minimal use of space physically and socially.  
 
In the America of the 50s-60s, women had become isolated and domesticated by 
suburban life while men were corporatized and given the illusion of power. Men could 
act in the public sphere, but women were expected to function within the domestic 
sphere only. American’s, then, were titillated by bellydance for the same reasons as 
the Orientalists were: women, who should be “out of sight,” were performing salacious 
dances in skimpy costumes in public for non-familial men. Bellydance was akin to 
stripping for many Americans, an association that reigns widely today as well.  
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The social liberation movements of the 70s produced a fertile ambiance for change. 
Since core cultural values are embodied in and manifested through bodily practices 
and patterns of movement, dancing was an opportunity to redress dominant notions 
of women. And while bellydance “sits awkwardly in Western culture, easily misread as 
exhibitionistic and intended primarily to arouse men,”  
 

“Going to belly dance class was, for some, a subversive act. Teaching in the 
South in the late 70's, I knew several of my students lied about where they 
were going on Tuesday nights. I also knew of several women who danced 
themselves out of restrictive relationships. Through belly dance, many women 
found a way to escape, for the class hour or on a wider scale, from societal 
bonds that restricted them from power, adventure, exploration of their own 
sensuality, and claiming a public voice.”66  

 
American women re-interpreted Middle Eastern dance through the lens of female 
liberation. No longer simply a social dance meant to create a sense of well-being and 
community, bellydance became a sacred dance with an ancient mythology linking it 
to goddesses and the social worship of the feminine. To perform bellydance was to 
evoke and express the spirit of the feminine. It became a dance of, by, and for 
women alone, an ideology often in conflict with the male-dominated venues in which 
these dancers performed. The turn towards female empowerment through 
bellydance resulted in the development of a purely American variety whose posture, 
movement and costume overtly emphasizes the beauty and power of the female 
dancer. 
 
“AMERICAN TRIBAL STYLE®” AND “TRIBAL FUSION” 
“American Tribal Style®” and “Tribal Fusion” are American varieties of bellydance 
born and bred primarily in Northern California beginning in the 1970s. San Francisco 
and its Bay Area have long been locales for political rebellion, social experimentation, 
and artful innovation. From the Gold Rush Barbary Coast to the Beat Generation, the 
Hippies, the Human Potential Movement, feminism, race politics, and anti-war 
sentiments…all have found nurturing homes in this region. It was and continues to be 
an area steeped in the spirit of exploration, often driven by aesthetics and 
philosophies from outside the U.S. It was from this counter-cultural environment that 
American tribal-style was born. 
 
Cultural anthropologists define “tribal” as “a culturally distinct population whose 
members consider themselves descended from the same ancestor or as part of the 
same ‘people.’” Their social relations are characterized by reciprocity, egalitarianism, 
and decentralized leadership and they are more or less stable over time.67 In the 
strictest sense, one is born into a tribe…it is not an ad hoc assemblage of individuals 
drawn together under common cause.  
 
Nonetheless, American bellydancers have attempted to create tribal-like 
characteristics for their dance companies and communities as descendants from a 
common source and in recognition of their attempts to work collaboratively. 
According to the leaders of this trend, the origins of “tribal-style” point directly to 
Jamila Salimpour. 
 
Jamila Salimpour (1926-) 
Jamila Salimpour the acknowledged grand-dame of tribal-style, was first exposed to 
bellydance through her father who was stationed in Egypt with the Sicilian Navy in 
1910. While there, he observed first hand Egypt’s Ghawazi dancers and his 
descriptions and impersonations of those dancers left a lasting impression on young 
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Jamila. At the young age of sixteen, she ran away and joined the Ringling Brother’s 
Circus where she worked as an acrobatic dancer, danced on elephants, and 
learned the circus trade.  
 
She left in 1944 to marry and move to Los Angeles. In 1947, she divorced and moved 
in with an Armenian-Greek family where she watched musical film imported from 
Egypt. With film stars Samia Gamal and Tahiya Carioca as her teachers, along with 
Middle Eastern touring dancers and the diversity of folk dances performed by local 
immigrant communities, Jamila developed her brand of bellydance and performed 
at local parties with a few amateur musicians.  
 
Los Angeles’ first Arabic nightclub, The Fez, was opened by Boston-born Lou Shelby in 
1957. Shelby grew up in a multi-Eastern immigrant neighborhood comprised of 
Lebanese, Syrian, and Palestinian families. This was the same ethnic mix he 
encountered in LA where he moved and opened the club. He hired his first dancer, 
Siham, in 1959 who was soon followed by Maya Medwar, Zenouba, and a host of 
others, including Jamila Salimpour. The Fez attracted some of Hollywood’s elite and 
despite the popular demand for more burlesques, Shelby fought to keep the integrity 
of the dance and his dancers. 
 
San Francisco’s North Beach 
In 1960, Jamila accepted a job dancing at 12 Adler Place, an Arabic club in San 
Francisco, which promised better pay. Like Manhattan’s Eighth Street, the North 
Beach district of San Francisco had a lively club scene in the 1960s and 70s providing 
up to a dozen bellydance venues. Dancers and musicians, both local and imported, 
maintained a healthy, though competitive and sometimes contentious, artistic eco-
system. Dancers, musicians, even ownership of clubs circulated between American 
and immigrant Middle Eastern populations. Local artists and patrons were exposed to 
music from Greece, Turkey, Iraq, and Jordan as well as dance from Egypt, Algeria, 
Morocco, Lebanon. It was during this period in the San Francisco clubs that dancers 
were exposed to a variety of bellydance steps and movements: shimmies, vibrations, 
flutters, and rolls, as well as veil and balancing acts, all of which they would 
incorporate into their theatrical presentations. Here again, America’s melting pot 
created the conditions for aesthetic fusion and original interpretations of Oriental 
dance. 
 
Jamila left 12 Adler Place and opened the Bagdad Cabaret on Broadway with Iraqi 
violinist, Yousef Koumdjian. As co-owner, Salimpour invited local dancers but also 
imported dancers from the East Coast and from the Middle East to perform. Amina 
Goodyear—who performed there six nights a week—called the Bagdad an “oasis” 
where Arabs and Americans met and mingled.   
 
Bal Anat 
Salimpour created the Bal Anat dance troupe in response to her student’s interests. 
They had discovered the elaborate, colorful costuming and the exotic sensory 
experience of the newly popularized Renaissance Pleasure Faire. In 1969, when 
Jamila’s students began to perform willy nilly around the Faire grounds drawing 
crowds and causing traffic jams, the director offered Jamila a permanent stage. In 
order to create a staged concert, Salimpour, drawing on her circus experiences, 
produced a variety show featuring Middle Eastern dance and music.  
 
The name of the company, Bal Anat, pays tribute to Jamila’s belief that these dances 
have their origins in the very cradle of civilization. “Bal” is French for dance but “Anat” 
is the name of an ancient Mesopotamian mother goddess, hence Bal Anat is the 
Dance of the Mother Goddess. 
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She organized her dancers in small groups standing in a semi-circle along the back of 
the stage. From this chorus, dancers emerged to perform solos, duets, and trios. 
Through Bal Anat, Salimpour introduced Americans to choreographed and staged 
enactments of Egyptian raqs sharqi, a Tunisian pot dance, a Moroccan tray dance, 
and an Algerian water glass dance in which the dancer performs on top of one or 
two overturned glass goblets. Her snake dance (inspired by an image of the Cretan 
snake goddess) and the Turkish sabre dance (a revival of a Middle Eastern woman’s 
dance) are, in her words, exotic bits of theatrics adapted to entertain American 
audiences.   
 
The costumes of Bal Anat represented many tribal groups from North Africa and the 
Middle East and consisted of exotic fabrics and multiple layers of jewelry. On stage, 
the troupe’s costume, music, and movement made them appear authentically 
Middle Eastern. Although her blend of the authentic and the invented was seamless, 
Salimpour never claimed that she was reproducing authentic Middle Eastern dances: 
“Indeed, many people thought it was the ‘real thing’ when in fact it was half real and 
half hokum.”68 Her hokum, however, was based on research and careful observation 
over the course of many years. 
 
In her effort to find a method for teaching groups of students, Salimpour began to 
compile and codify her material, creating nomenclature and verbal techniques for 
teaching Oriental dance in an American studio setting. In 1978, The Danse Orientale 
instruction manual was published and continues to be in publication today. Her 
format represents the fusion of multiple Middle Eastern folkloric dances into a single 
style. Many count this as the genesis of Tribal Fusion and refer to the Salimpour studios 
in Albany, CA as “The Mother Ship.” 
 

Short documentary about Bal Anat with Jamila Salimpour by John Carney 1972 
http://youtu.be/fG2MXSp7Zbw 

 
Masha Archer 
Jamila’s students began teaching around the San Francisco area, transmitting and 
sanctioning her fusion of folkloric source materials for creating unique movements, 
music, and costuming. Among her students was clothing and jewelry designer Masha 
Archer, who was intrigued by Salimpour’s “magnificent, majestic, regal authority” on 
stage and in the classroom.69 Like Salimpour, Archer honored the movement traditions 
of Middle Eastern dance, but also sought to adapt it for modern American venues, 
audiences, and performers. After a few years of study with Salimpour, Archer 
established her own company called the San Francisco Classic Dance Troupe.  
 
Archer is credited with several innovations to American bellydance. While Bal Anat 
created a display of distinctive tribal variations, SFCDT presented a singular “tribe,” 
albeit an American one. Archer took costuming ideas from all regions and combined 
them into a single look, one that looks “tribal” while remaining non-specific. To some 
degree, she rejected the cabaret solo act and began to institute a communal 
attitude. She created a company of dancers who could work improvisationally with a 
common vocabulary of steps and in which each dancer is presented within an 
atmosphere of troupe support.  
 
Like her predecessors, Archer was always interested in elevating the status of the 
dance and of the women who performed it. “The most valuable thing I taught was 
there is nothing more beautiful and more dignified than you,” wrote Archer. Her 
“feminine” was grounded, confident, and, in an odd way, modest. She rejected the 
costumes preferred by Cabaret dancers (and café owners)—a revealing bra worn 
with transparent skirts or pantaloons, a girdle or belt, and loose and flowing hair—
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complaining that they were too sexually alluring to project the majesty and power of 
her woman.  
 
She replaced the cabaret costume with a more modest Indian choli which left the 
center of the torso revealed (“the essence of this dance is the torso”) but wore long, 
opaque pantaloons and skirts which covered the legs (the legs are the mechanism 
of movement and “are not meant to be looked at”). She covered the hair with a 
scarf to lengthen the neck and to eliminate the suggestion of sexuality that she felt 
was implied by long, flowing hair. The head and neck extend the long line and high 
carriage of the torso, a corporeal expression of the proud and dignified woman she 
sought to represent.  
  
Carolena Nericcio 
One of Masha Archer’s students was a 14-year-old Carolena Nericcio, who Archer 
said already had the “ability to project a majestic severity, an uncompromising 
dignity.” Nericcio studied and performed with Archer for seven years, until Archer 
retired from dancing and Nericcio began teaching. In 1987, Nericcio founded 
FatChanceBellyDance (FCBD®), a company of dancers who together forged a 
unique approach to bellydance and solidified American Tribal Style® (ATS®) as a 
specific and very American variety.  
 
Building on what Salimpour and Archer started, Nericcio maintained Jamila 
Salimpour’s grouping and staging, Masha Archer’s eclectic costuming and proud 
posture, and the intense stage presence both of these teachers demanded. But 
FCBD also drew inspiration from other related dance traditions along the “Gypsy 
Trail,” notably India and Flamenco. It was during FCBDs early years that, through trial 
and error, they invented the hallmark of todays ATS®, synchronized group 
improvisation.70  
 
In an effort to continue Archer’s “tribal” aesthetic and feminist ethic, Nericcio and her 
all-female troupe developed an approach to dance that encouraged internal 
sisterhood of the company. They used a common vocabulary of movements, some 
inherited from her predecessors but modified to accommodate group improvisations.  
 
Each step includes a standardized “cue,” a simple gesture limited to the upper torso, 
arms, and head. Cues are delivered by the “leader” to the rest of the troupe, the 
“followers,” who stand at an angle spaced in such a way that all the dancers can 
see the leader. Each cue indicates that the group 
will perform a specific step or phrase repeated four 
or eight times. The leader decides in the moment 
what steps or combinations they will perform next, 
making it semi-improvisational.  
 
And after cueing 2-4 steps, the leader merges with 
the group and through various traveling steps, a 
new leader emerges. In this way, no one dancer is 
the star of the company—ATS® is a communal 
performance in which all the dancers rely on one another, share leadership, and 
learn trust. The synchronized group improvisation format fosters sisterhood within 
troupes and with other troupes with whom they can perform spontaneously.  
 
American Tribal Style is not a modest form. It boldly celebrates feminine beauty. The 
costume consists of elaborate layers of exquisite fringed and tasseled textiles and 
layers of colorful full skirts; contrasting colored pantaloons; fringed, tasseled, and light-
catching scarves tied at the hip; and the hip, neck, wrists, head piled high with tribal 
jewelry from throughout the Middle East. They wear henna and lots of tattoos; 

American Tribal Style dancers 
performing at Tribal Fest 11 
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bejeweled turbans and fanciful hairdressing; brass and silver coin-covered bras 
decorate the high and open chest. The tassel belt was another FCBD® innovation in 
which a multitude of colorful wool tassels are attached to a strip of embroidered and 
mirrored cloth from India, Pakistan, or Afghanistan and tied at the hip to emphasis its 
motion. This style of costume—today known as “tribal style”—is now worn by dancers 
working within and outside of the ATS®  improvisational tradition.  
 
This genealogy of ATS®—from Salimpour to Archer to Nericcio—is a story told and 
retold orally and in print and is implicit in the use of the term American Tribal Style. But, 
as ATS®, as a format and as an idea began to spread, its specificity began to blur. 
Dancers began altering the vocabulary and inventing new steps, cues, and transitions 
which were not always in keeping with Nericcio’s aesthetic vision. In an effort to 
safeguard its legacy, Nerricio took steps. In 2011, she trademarked both FCBD® and 
ATS®, created a teacher certification program that ensures the techniques are 
learned correctly, and granted only certified teachers the use of the term ATS®  in 
their promotion materials.  
 
“Sister Studios” carry the authority of FCBD® under the condition that they maintain 
the purity of ATS®. They can create new combinations within the FCBD® ATS® 
guidelines which may be submitted to the home studio in San Francisco for approval. 
Nericcio also created new categories for ATS® vocabulary: Classic or Old-School 
ATS®  which is comprised of the early material and Modern or New-Style ATS®  which 
is comprised of all new, approved vocabulary.71 

 
Short documentary about FCBD 
http://youtu.be/KUh7U99pEmM 
 
FCBD® @ The WestWave Dance Festival YBCA 2008 
http://youtu.be/IezoTI31Dls 

 
Contemporary Tribal Fusion Bellydance 
From here, “tribal style” became a meme: an idea with such strong appeal that it 
travels and replicates almost of its own volition and which is at once stable and 
flexible. “Memes are seldom copied exactly; their boundaries are always fuzzy, and 
they mutate with a wild flexibility…”72 Tribal Fusion traveled rapidly through the 
medium of performances, workshops, and video and Internet technologies. From 
Nericcio’s studio in San Francisco and the growing popularity of ATS®, another 
generation of bellydancers began to infuse their own aesthetics into this already 
hybridized genre.  
 
Initially inspired by Gothic culture, raves, and urban street cultures, “Tribal Fusion” 
began to evolve between approximately 1996-2003. The trend to fuse or hybridize 
aesthetic expressions are not limited to tribal bellydancers, but is rather an 
international phenomenon that naturally evolved out of global interactions. While 
new varieties of Tribal Fusion are developing across the U.S., Europe, and Asia, many 
of its early leaders are adamant that Tribal Fusion is based on ATS® and a thorough 
understanding of the “mother form” should be the first order of business. This is no 
longer precisely true as tribal dancers also employ raks sharki in their solo work and 
many are strongly influenced by Suhaila Salimpour’s drill-based training technique.  
 
Suhaila Salimpour Technique 
Suhaila Salimpour is acutely aware of her place in bellydance history and of her 
responsibilities towards her mother’s legacy. Suhaila was raised on Jamila’s hybridized 
variety of bellydance and began performing with Bal Anat at the early age of three. 
She also trained in American jazz and ballet and brought these experiences to the 
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development of a rigorous technique for training American bellydancers. The 
technique—which focuses on the minute mechanics of bellydance movements within 
a specific vocabulary of steps—provides a virtuosic foundation that can be applied to 
many varieties of contemporary bellydance. The influence of the Salimpour women 
along the Pacific coastal regions is undeniable. 
 
Gothic and Dark Bellydance  
In about 2002, American and British Gothic life-style dancers integrated Gothic 
aesthetics and attitudes with Cabaret and ATS® bellydance. This was a new variety of 
bellydance: in contrast to the uplifting and joyous attitude of Cabaret and ATS®, this 
one was dark and dangerous and utterly mesmerizing. Goths had already developed 
a strong cultural identity through their dress, hair style, tattoos, music, literature, and 
lifestyle. A fascination with arcane mysteries, the Victorian era costume and culture, 
vampires, death, and beauty are reflected in the artistic output from the Goth 
community. The visual impact they make is important and an industry of costumers 
and fashion designers, fashion magazines and specialty photographers have risen to 
satisfy their needs. Bellydance found a fertile home in Gothic culture. 
 
When Gothic Tribal Bellydance first made its presence known, its all-black, silver-
studded costumes were startling. This was dramatically different from 
FatChanceBellyDance whose costuming was saturated with bright, festive colors. 
Equally dramatic was the use of electronic music from the Goth and Rave dance 
scenes rather than Arabic and Middle Eastern sounds. Three women—Tempest, Sashi, 
and Ariellah—are considered by many to be the first innovators of this style. Their work 
inspired British bellydancers who produced the first Gothic bellydance festival, Gothla 
UK, in 2007 which Sashi now produces in the US. Gothla events are also held in Spain 
and Italy. 
 
Gothic bellydance itself has evolved as well, creating a more generic “Dark Fusion.” 
Dark Fusion, diverging from its strictly Gothic aesthetic, addresses a wider-range of 
human experiences and emotions than its predecessors. “Dark” in this style refers to 
more than death, vampires, and 19th century Gothic iconography, though these are 
central influences. In both you can expect to see sultry, dangerous moves, black 
costumes with bones, skulls, and bloody reds, tattoos and piercings, and hear spooky 
techno music.  
 
But the 21st century Dark Fusionistas explore the entire “inner landscape” of the Self, 
posing questions about universal human experiences: love, loss, life, death, pain, 
ecstasy. While maintaining a foundation in cabaret or tribal fusion, these 
choreographers employ theatrical conventions, storytelling, mythology, shamanic 
ritual, and psychological theory to dramatize their characters and evoke dark moods.  
  

Sashi, a leader of Gothic Bellydance performs with Pierced Wings at Tribal 
Fest™ 2006  http://youtu.be/JNgAHllI018 
 
Ariellah performs Dark Fusion Bellydance at Lumen Obscura 2011 
http://youtu.be/ir9-UdEHPNg 

 
The Daughters of ATS®  
The ATS® format encourages a sense of group solidarity, a “tribal” sense of intimate 
engagement with the other women in the tribe/troupe. Some of Nericcio’s students 
wanted to explore other ways to use the ATS® format and vocabulary, to explore a 
deeper relationship with music, and to express themselves as soloists and through 
intricate group choreographies. Gypsy Caravan, Black Sheep Belly Dance, and 
Dunyavi are tribal groups that maintain ATS’s signature characteristic, improvisation. 
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Ultra Gypsy, Romani Urban Tribal, and Urban Tribal are tribal groups that have 
successfully fused outside influences with ATS® and produced innovative performing 
companies.  
 
Jill Parker, a founding member of FCBD, left in 1996 to create her own company, Ultra 
Gypsy Dance Theater Company. Ultra Gypsy introduced a moody, trance-like quality 
to their choreographies. Their use of punctuated isolations influenced the 
development complex “layering” of isolations, traveling steps, and arm gestures. 
Because they eliminated the ATS® improvisation, they could move more freely with 
the vocabulary, interpret the music with more complexity, and work in larger, tightly 
staged groups. Inspired by Parker’s approach, her students began to explore the 
fusion process further. 
 
In 2000, Frederique Johnston broke from Ultra Gypsy to start her own company, 
Romani Urban Tribal. She introduced electronic and world music to the mix, and 
pared down the ATS® costume. Rachel Brice performed with Ultra Gypsy for a year 
before embarking on a solo career and has played an important role in evolving the 
technical demands for Tribal Fusion. She popularized the tribal solo and defined its 
physicality as strong, sleek, and sinewy. Even her costume choices are influential: 
Once, in a dramatic move against the growing popularity of Gothic bellydance with 
its black costume, Brice appeared draped in a white, beaded Cabaret costume. It 
was shocking and exciting and moved the Tribal Fusion aesthetic into a new 
direction. Today, the trend is towards Burlesque and Flapper-era aesthetic. 
 
This newest generation of bellydancers also promote an athleticism and flexibility that 
has been the trend in all forms of American theatrical dance in the 21st century. 
Many of them employ varieties of yoga and Pilates to build the strength and 
endurance necessary for their extremely articulate choreographies. Modern 
bellydancers have thus produced extraordinary technical combinations of torso-
centered rolls, flutters, shimmies, popping, and locking layered with intricate arm and 
floor patterns. 
 

Tribal-only festivals began to emerge as an opportunity to 
share and learn from the founders of the style and to bring 
together an emerging global community. One of the first and 
foremost is Tribal Fest™, founded in 2001 and held yearly in 
Sebastopol, CA. Tribal “Fusionistas,” as they sometimes call 
themselves, began showing their work to a wider audience. 
Urban Tribal Dance Company with Heather Stants out of San 
Diego minimized the costume and introduced American 
modern dance; Unmata, directed by Amy Sigil brings her 
basketball training to the dance for an athletic, “tough love” 

approach; Rachel Brice, Zoe Jakes, and Mardi Love, introduced highly theatricalized 
performances in a tip to 19th century Bohemia and music hall entertainers. All the 
leaders of Tribal Fusion—including Suhaila Salimpour’s revived Bal Anat and FCBD® —
are featured as teachers and performers at the festival. Master classes and 
performances in folkloric dances of North Africa, Turkish Rom, and India are also 
available. These festivals serve to recapitulate tribal fusion history and to push it into a 
future. 
 

Zoe Jakes at Massive Spectacular concert in Las Vegas 2013  
http://youtu.be/TB6j0H3GEQc 

 
Jamila Salimpour and her students, Masha Archer and Carolena Nericcio, invented a 
unique variety of concert dancing using Oriental dance and Middle Eastern folkloric 

Chandala Snow-
Shiva performing 
Tribal Fusion at Tribal 
Fest  2008 
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dances as a foundation. The radical developments these women and their adherents 
promote has angered traditionalists seeking to protect the foundations of Middle 
Eastern and Oriental dance but embraced by millions of women worldwide attracted 
to the power of tribal-style both visually and experientially. 
 
It is clear that Tribal Fusion styles of bellydance serve a greater range of emotional 
states than its improvisational parent. ATS® women display pride, exuberance and joy 
in their richly colored yet relatively modest costumes and high, open-chested posture. 
Its aesthetic promotes communality, sisterhood, cooperation, equity. But the newest 
bellydancers are expressing a different femininity, still rebellious and proud, still 
celebrating female beauty and power, but now with a fierceness and independence 
previously unaddressed. 
 
Brothers of the Sisterhood 
Under the feminized world of bellydance, men were often discouraged from learning 
this “ancient” female art. Nonetheless, men persevered and established the 
groundwork for future male Oriental dancers. Two West Coast men who were central 
to the evolution of American bellydance are worth mentioning: John Compton and 
Roman Balladine. 
 
John “The Sheik” Compton (February 29, 1948 – October 14, 2012) was among Jamila 
Salimpour’s first male student-performers. He began his dance studies at age five at 
Miss Hollowell’s Dance and Charm School and became a ballroom competitor in his 
young adult years. While working at several California Renaissance Faires in the early 
1970s, he saw Salimpour’s Bal Anat and Patty Farber’s Arabic folkloric dances and 
began to seek a teacher.  
 
He showed up outside Jamila Salimpour’s classes but she refused to let him join the 
class on the grounds that she didn’t teach men. He persisted by showing up, 
Salimpour gave in, and Compton went on to become a leading performer with Bal 
Anat. His stage presence was enormous and his Tray Dance—in which he balances a 
silver tray laden with tea cups all while doing back bends and shimmies—became a 
staple in Bal Anat performances. 
 
As a soloist, Compton danced in the North Beach district clubs including the infamous 
Finoccio’s where he was under contract. In 1991 he organized his own company, 
Hahbi Ru, to perform pieces inspired by Arabian folk materials. According to 
Compton, “Hahbi Ru” is a term for Bedouin’s who wandered Arabian deserts and 
borrowed music and dance from the peoples they encountered. His intention was to 
preserve village dance traditions as well as the art of Egypt’s khawals. His signature 
Tray Dance—technically exciting, flirtatious, always funny—became a permanent 
part of the Hahbi Ru repertoire. 
 
When Compton died in 2012, his partner and HR cofounder, Rita “Rebaba” Alderucci 
arranged for two tribute performances for him to be performed once at Rakkasah 
and one last time at Tribal Fest™ 13. Compton taught and performed at these 
festivals and inspired many men to take up bellydance. The Tribute for John Compton 
featured many of the dances he and Hahbi Ru made famous except for one: the Tray 
Dance which typically ended a Hahbi Ru performance was left out. Instead, 
Compton’s tray and tea cups sat on stage, on a chair crowned with a poster of him 
performing the dance. 
 

John Compton with Hahbi Ru perform at Tribal Fest™ 2008 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8e-
Ew8XLPk&feature=share&list=PLGaLgxtJ_qVLgpJpGlnStKcY-yTjUIb8i 
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Roman “Bert” Balladine (1932-2009) was a 1970s contemporary of Jamila Salimpour’s 
and a competing influence on the development of bellydance in the San Francisco 
Bay Area. Balladine was born near Zagreb, Yugoslavia in 1932, though his 
Macedonian mother raised him in Germany. He began working in his grandfather’s 
circus when he was only eight and he recalls that far from being romantic, working in 
a circus was simply hard work. Nevertheless, Balladine spent his life in show business 
traveling throughout Europe, Asia, and America. He performed in variety shows, 
theaters, and film as a comedic and acrobatic character dancer, a Spanish and 
Flamenco dancer, ballet, jazz, and even as a fire eater. He trained in Berlin with 
modernist Mary Wigman, and with former Ballet Russes performer, Antonia Kern. He 
taught and choreographed for Las Vegas dancers, burlesque strippers, and 
bellydancers.   
 
He studied local forms wherever he traveled. In 1958, when his touring act became 
stranded in Egypt, he kept fit by taking ballet classes with some local Oriental 
dancers. Later while touring in Hong Kong he met Princess Amina, an Egyptian 
bellydancer. Intrigued by the improvisational form and expressive potential of 
bellydance, Balladine turned his full attention to learning Oriental dance becoming 
acquainted with some of Cairo’s top dancers, such as Samia Gamal and Tahiya 
Carioca. Later, he also taught alongside illustrious teachers Mahmoud Reda and 
Nagwa Fouad. 
 
Balladine arrived in San Francisco at the dawn of the Sixties and found an audience 
eager to learn the newly popularized Oriental Dance. His eclectic training and 
experiences put him in a position to begin teaching, first one student at a time—as is 
done in Egypt—then, when the demand increased, in groups at his home and later in 
recreation departments. 
 
As a teacher, Balladine had his own vision of the feminine. He stressed improvisation 
and performance quality over choreography and encouraged women to “dance like 
a peacock not a feather duster.” Inclusive of all body types and ages, Bert—as his 
students called him—helped them find their own spontaneous expressions. 
    
Throughout 70s-80s he performed at San Francisco’s clubs including 12 Adler, Gigi’s, 
Bagdad, and Casbah where he partnered with countless bellydancers. As a partner, 
Balladine sought to give the female dancer a “frame” in which she is the center of 
attention. One of his students called him a “dance psychologist” because through 
words, imagery, gesture and movement he sought to free women from their work-a-
day lives and to explore the intangibles of the inner female self. “Dance like a queen 
not a pauper,” he urged his students.  
 
For Balladine, bellydance was an expressive “vehicle for the personality of the girl.” 
Steps were secondary because for Bert, “the highest complement a dancer can pay 
me is not to say how many steps she has learned but that she feels joyful, beautiful 
and empowered.” Still, his style of American Oriental is distinctive for its proud, joyous, 
and open postures. 
 
Balladine retired to care for his many animals on his working farm north of San 
Francisco. He died in 2009. 
 

Bonus video: Farinaro is one of many from the new generation of male tribal 
fusion dancers. In this video, Frank Farinaro performs at Massive Spectacular 
2010 
http://youtu.be/sNP4zP8oLC0 
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AMERICAN BELLYDANCE TODAY 
 

“To be great, art must become indigenous, it must belong to the country in which it 
flourishes, not be a pale copy of some art form perfected by another culture and 

another people.” Martha Graham73 

 
American modern dancer Martha Graham always insisted that the psyche of the 
land is to be found in its movement; that an indigenous American dance will be 
recognizable to the native population "through a tempo, rhythm, and attitude toward 
space which is peculiar to America and…unlike any country on earth".74 Modern 
American women have had entirely different experiences with bellydance than have 
their Egyptian counterparts, and so a distinctive variety of bellydance began to 
emerge in America beginning in the 1970s. American dancers had learned the art 
from a range of ethnic immigrants, frequently male musicians from Turkey, Greece, 
Armenia, etc.  
 
During this same period, women’s rights in the U.S. became an important political 
topic and women’s social, economic, and corporeal freedoms were advanced. 
Since then, women in the U.S. generally have greater freedom to choose their 
recreational and professional activities, more or less free from state or patriarchal 
structures that have so impeded (and punished) Egyptian dancers. Freed, also, from 
traditional structures and first culture interpretations of dance, American dancers 
mixed, fused, and otherwise hybridized what they learned.  
 
Middle Eastern dance in the U.S. has always been a hybrid of styles and techniques. 
Jamila Salimpour’s Bal Anat is credited with inspiring the “tribal fusion” styles that are 
now so widespread in U.S. bellydance scenes. Her open approach to creating dance 
set the stage for future fusion artists: “I don’t object to anything,” she once wrote, “as 
long as it is entertaining. Tradition is not static” (especially, some might argue, when it 
isn’t your own tradition). Bert Balladine wrote, “Since most of us have chosen Oriental 
Dance for the pleasure of doing it, being a zealot about purity and ethnicity will just 
hamper getting the fullest enjoyment out of the dance.”75 Fusion is at the core of all 
American bellydance whether its called tribal fusion and linked to Salimpour in San 
Francisco, or American Oriental and linked to Wilson in Manhattan.  
 
American’s have few national traditions but have many local ones, often based on 
ethnicity or other sociological affinities. As immigrants arrive, they bring their dance 
traditions with them and make them available to the general population via public 
performances and open dance classes. Artists develop their own distinctive styles by 
fusing what is available in their actual environments, both local and global, and 
bellydancers are no exception. 
 
While bellydance has its origins in Arabic cultures, American dancers inflected it with 
their own values and aesthetics. American bellydance has become an idiom for 
expression, the way ballet and modern dance are foundations upon which 
choreographers layer vernacular forms and contemporary themes. In the broadest 
sense, ballet and traditional/folkloric dances are driven by ages-old traditions and 
practices.  
 
Modern dance, in contrast, has been characterized by its emphasis on discovery and 
invention—on change—rather than on convention and continuity with past traditions. 
It is a reflection of the American pioneer spirit. With bellydance as foundation, today’s 
choreographers layer or integrate historical theatrical traditions and aesthetics as well 
as contemporary vernaculars and social sentiments. Its distinctiveness remains in the 
articulated torso, however, and contrasts strongly in this focus with other 
contemporary dance forms.  
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Funk, punk, hip hop, Broadway jazz, flamenco, bharatya natyam, Vegas showgirl, 
neo-burlesque, 19th century femme fatales, Steampunk, and Roaring Twenties 
flappers: these are just a few of the sources that inspire and inflect today’s 
bellydance. New nomenclature arises in an attempt to keep descriptions accurate: 
theatrical, fusion, tribal, contemporary…How far they can push this and still retain 
something recognizable as bellydance, is an open and hotly debated question. But 
what is clear is that bellydance will undergo continual metamorphoses as it evolves 
under the pressures of America’s diverse culture. 
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FORWARD AND INTRODUCTION 
 

1. Turkish, Greek, even Japanese bellydancers have each created distinctive flavors. I do not 
address them here. 

 
2. Carolina Varga Dinicu believes the term originated with Sol Bloom as an advertising gimmick 

but most historians date it to French colonials. 

3. Professional female dancers from Algeria were known as Ouled Nail, and as Schikatt in 
Morocco. It is likely that these were the first North African dancers in close contact with 
European tourists. 

4. Deagon, Andrea 1999 

5. Hala Fauzi comment at panel “The Americanization of Egyptian Dance,” at 8th Session of 
Karim Nagi’s Arab Dance Seminar “Raqs Egypt” panel discussion Nov 4-6, 2011, San 
Francisco, CA. 

6. Dinicu, Carolina “Morocco” Varga 1996 

7. Shay, Anthony 1999 

8. Fauzi, Hala 2011 

 

PART ONE: EGYPTIAN BELLYDANCE 

9. Historian Edward Said writes that between 1800 and 1950, 60,000 books had been written 
about the Orient (Said 1979:204). The peoples of India, Egypt, the Islamic world, and Asia 
were represented in these texts—as well as in performing and fine art forms—as degenerate, 
uncivilized, backward, ahistorical, and sexually promiscuous, as well as venerable and wise 
mystics. The Orientalist’s scholarly job was to explain, translate, and portray the Oriental for 
the Occidental (ibid. p. 222). The Orientals themselves were “silent shadows to be animated 
by the Orientalist” (ibid. p. 208).  

10. Al-Rawi, Rosina-Fawzia 1999: 24 

11. The “harem” is a pre-Islamic practice common to other polygynous societies that restricted 
the women and children of a household to a private quarter. The word “haram” means 
secluded, private, or sacred but also forbidden or taboo. 

12. van Nieuwkerk 1995: 50 

13. Young, William 1998: 30-40 

14. van Nieuwkerk, Karin A Trade Like Any Other 1995 

15. ibid., 68-69 

16. Cugusi, Laura 1999 

17. van Nieuwkerk, Karin 1995: 59 

18. Cugusi, Laura 1999 

19. Brooks, Geraldine 1995 
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20. Edwina Nearing conducted extensive literary and field research of the ghawazi 
of North Africa in the early 1970s. Nearing published her research in 1984 as “Sirat 
Al-Ghawazi” (The Mystery of the Ghawazi) which is now available as a nine-part 
series on the online bellydance magazine, Gilded Serpent. 

21. Nearing, Edwina 2011  

22. van Nieuwkerk 1995: 27  

23. ibid., 54. The zikr is a Sunni Muslim devotional activity. 

24. Nearing, Edwina 2011 Nearing cites this 1914 text with all of its obvious biases: 

“The Nawar or Nawarah are a race of men scattered over every land … They 
are a people having a language belonging exclusively to themselves … The 
Nawar, according to our view, are a mixture of Indians, Persians, Kurds, Turks, and 
Tatars, to whom there have joined some of the rabble and refuse of the peoples 
of those countries; and among them are some Arabs and certain of the other 
dregs of the populations who from time to time accompanied them or stopped 
in their country and their abodes.” Perhaps this ragtag development explains 
why, in her own research, she found little consistency in the use of the terms 
“Nawar” or “ghawazi” nor in their relationship to each other nor to other Rom 
cultures. As she herself wrote, “in this matter of the Ghawazi, who they were and 
what they did, contradictions piled upon contradictions.” Keep that in mind as 
you read. 

25. Other known ghawazi tribes include Bahlawan, Ghajjar, Halab and Shahaïn 

26. Nearing, Edwina “Ghawazi On The Edge Of Extinction” Habibi 12/2 Spr. 1993 

27. ibid. 

28. Nearing, Edwina 2012 

29. Gray, Laurel Victoria 1996 

30. National Strategy For The Inclusion Of Roma, Sinti And Caminanti Communities - 
European Commission Communication No.173/2011 1.4: 10 

31. Ward, Heather D. 2013 

32. Adum, Pricilla 1996 

33. Jalilah 2009 

34. Nugent, Marilee nd 

35. Azzazy, Nermine 1999 

36. Franken, Marjorie 1998 

37. ibid., 207  

38. Sausan 2008 

39. Said, Edward 1999 

40. Kent, Sahra C. 1995 

41. Franken, Marjorie 1998: 277 

42. ibid., 275-76 

43. In Ottoman Turkey, male dancers known as “kocek” were common—at times 
numbering in the hundreds—until they were outlawed in 1837 as disreputable. 

44. Williams, Daniel 2008 
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45. Karayanni, Stavros Stavrou  2008 

46. El Safy, Shareen 1999 

47. Brabant, Malcolm 2005 

 
PART TWO: AMERICAN BELLYDANCE 

48. Photographs from the Midway make it clear that ghawazi were among the 
many Middle Eastern dancers who performed there, although they were not 
introduced as ghawazi, possibly because of their reputation as prostitutes. I 
should also note that there was at least one male dancer performing at the 
Midway named Mohammed. 

49. Oren, Michael B. Power, Faith, and Fantasy: America in the Middle East 1776 to 
the Present NY: W.W. Norton & Co.  2007 

50. Salome is a biblical character, and we do not know if she was real or fictional. 
Here’s the legend in a nutshell:  It involves King Herod, his wife Herodias, her 
daughter by a previous marriage, Salome, and John the Baptist. John is 
imprisoned by King Herod for spreading rumors of the Messiah and for publicly 
criticizing the King’s marriage to his sister-in-law Herodias after having executed 
her husband. Despite Herodias’s requests, he refuses to kill the Baptist. At Herod’s 
birthday party, he asks his beautiful, young step-daughter, Salome, to dance for 
him. She refuses. They strike a deal. If she will dance, he will grant her any wish in 
payment. So she dancers—and her dance becomes legendary. In payment, 
and because he has rejected her advances, she asks for the Head of John the 
Baptist on a silver platter. The King delivers. 

51. Some scholars suggests that the seven veils is a reference to the myth of Ishtar 
who passes through seven gates to reach the Underground world of her sister, 
Ereshkigal. At each gate, she is required to discard one personal item—a piece 
of jewelry, an item of clothing, et al—in order to continue on her path. 
Metaphorically and psychologically, Ishtar’s decent represents liberation as a 
means to transformation. Whether or not Oscar Wilde was familiar with this myth 
when he wrote Salome is probably impossible to discover. 

52. Sellers-Young, Barbara “Serena Wilson (1933-2007), A Student of Ruth St. Denis, 
Part 2: Salome and Her Impact” Gilded Serpent Feb. 2, 2010 

53. Coorlawala, Uttara Asha "Ruth St. Denis and India's Dance Renaissance." in 
Dance Chronicle 15(2): 1992 123-152 

54. Gray, Laurel Victoria “Envisioning the East: Russian Orientalism and the Ballet 
Russe” Habibi 19/1 Feb 2002 

55. ibid. 

56. In his video collection, Rare Glimpses, Ibrahim Farrah says of her 

57. “Fatima was indeed a fine talent. And in her we see movements of Oriental 
dance that have remained for one hundred years. Thus, I don’t call her a beladi 
dancer, or a dancer of folkloric character: I call her a classic dancer. Because 
those isolations of the shoulders, the playing of the zahgat or finger cymbals, the 
spins, the pelvic undulations, the shimmies, the vibrations of the hips in many 
rhythmic forms…all these patterns, all these designs are still in the basic 
vocabulary of the dance whether its being taught today in Paris, London, 
Sydney, Australia, the Middle East, or the good old USA.” 

58. Stone, Rebecca “Reverse Imagery: Middle Eastern Themes in Hollywood” Images 
of Enchantment: Visual and Performing Arts of the Middle East. Ed. Sherifa Zuhur, 
The American University in Cairo Press. Cairo: Egypt 1998: 247 
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59. ibid., 307 

60. The Motion Picture Production Codes (aka, the Codes) were imposed on 
Hollywood film industry from 1934-1968. Presbyterian leader, Will H. Hayes, was 
hired to create a code of censorship in order to regulate filmic representations of 
vice. The Supreme Court paved the way for censorship of Hollywood through a 
decision denying the industry free speech. 

61. Stone, Rebecca 1998: 257 

62. Mourat, Elizabeth Artemis “The Dance That Could Melt a Stone: The Legacy of 
Turkish Oriental Dance in America” Habibi 19/4 Winter 2003: 34 

63. ibid.,  

64. Sellers-Young, Barbara “Serena Wilson (1933-2007), A Student of Ruth St. Denis, 
Part 2: Salome and Her Impact” Gilded Serpent Feb. 2, 2010 

65. The Serena Technique of Belly Dancing (Drake Publishers, 1972); The Belly Dance 
Book (McGraw-Hill, 1983); and The Legacy of Little Egypt: A History of the Belly 
Dance in America (Serena Studios, 1994). 

66. Sellers-Young, Barbara “Serena Wilson (1933-2007), A Student of Ruth St. Denis, 
Part 2: Salome and Her Impact” Gilded Serpent Feb. 2, 2010 

67. Deagon, Andrea “Feminism and Belly Dance” Habibi 17/4 Dec 1999 

68. Nanda, Serena and Warms, Richard L. Cultural Anthropology Belmont, CA: 
Wadsworth 2002: 269 

69. Salimpour, Jamila “From Many Tribes: The Origins of Bal Anat” Habibi 17/3 Spr 
1999 

70. Archer, Masha Tribal Talk 5/4 Nov 2004 

71. Djoumanhna, Kajira “Born in the U.S.A.” Habibi 20/1 2004 

72. There are two exceptions: Paulette Rees-Denis and Kajira Djoumahna were 
original members of FCBD™ who established their own companies with their own 
unique variations on the ATS® format. Kajira, for example, created a variety that 
she calls Synchronized Group Improvisation or SGI which allows for leading on the 
left and the right and which accommodates larger groups of dancers. Because 
of their early innovations as veterans of FCBD, they have a special standing vis a 
vis the use of the now trademarked names.  

73. Gleick, James “Have Meme, Will Travel” Smithsonian 42/2 May 2011: 104  

74. Mazo, Joseph Prime Movers: The Makers of Modern Dance in America NY: NY 
William Morrow 1977: 162-163 

75. ibid. 

76. Balladine, Bert “A Question of Style” Gilded Serpent 
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This glossary includes definitions of all the significant terms found in this book, but includes also a few 
terms that you might encounter in your continuing studies of bellydance.  
 

American Tribal Style® (ATS®) a late-2oth century American variety of traditional bellydancing in 
which two or more dancers improvise through the use of visual cues. Costume is brightly colored full 
skirt, pantaloons, coin bra, and layers of belts, scarves, coin belts 

Andalusia originally a general region of southern Spain ruled by Moors, today’s Andalusia has a 
clearly defined territory. Stated public policy is to preserve and disseminate its distinctive dance form, 
flamenco 

Awalim (alma, singular) literally, the learned ones. Formerly, Egyptian celebrated female entertainers 
(music, dance, poetry) who performed exclusively at women-only events for wealthy patrons. The 
masculine form, aalem, refers to one learned in science. 

Awlad il-Balad (ibn il-balad, singular and masculine) “sons of the country” foundational concept of 
Egyptian identity characterized as savvy, good humored, hospitable, noble, honorable, resourceful, 
generous; can also infer lack of sophistication, conservative 

Banat il-Balad (bint il-balad, singular) “daughters of the country” characterized as honorable, 
modest, flirty, tough 

Barbary Coast early name for coastal North African Berber nations on Mediterranean whose corsairs 
or pirates conducted raids on European and American trading ships during 16th- 19th centuries 

Bedlah two-piece costume comprised of embellished bra and belted skirt  

Bellydance originally developed in the Middle East, and especially in North Africa. While it may have 
been used as an aide in childbirth, it was more commonly performed at social events from private 
parties to weddings.  Urban forms are sometimes today referred to as “classical” while rural variations 
are called “folkloric.”  Primarily a woman’s dance, forms of it are also danced by men. Today, 
bellydance may be performed as a solo improvisation or as a group choreography. 

Berber indigenous peoples of North Africa who today call themselves Imazighen (pl.) Amazigh (sing.) 

Cabaret a classical variety of bellydance performed in cabaret clubs 

Choreophobia term coined by Anthony Shay to identify cultures with fear or broad dislike of dance 

Danse du ventre (French) literally dance of the stomach, Colonial French name for North African 
dancing; historically also known as nautch, contortion dance, muscle dance, oriental dance  

Danse Orientale term used to designate bellydance as contrasted to folkloric dances 

Duende state of ecstasy produced by flamenco dance and music 

Emad el Din Street Cairo’s theater and club district in 19th-20th centuries 

Fitna state of sexual chaos carried by women and requiring containment and seclusion for the 
protection of men  

Farahat Egyptian public celebrations 

Flamenco quintessential Andalusian Romani dance and music 

Gallabiyya full-length, sleeved robe worn by ordinary Egyptian men and women and by Egyptian 
dancers 

Ghawazi (ghaziyeh, singular) Egyptian female entertainers of Rom ancestry who perform for men 
and at public events and who therefore carried social stigma as immoral women. Today the term 
has been appropriated by American dancers and reinterpreted as a positive reference 
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Gypsy former term for Roma peoples who migrated out of India 2000 years ago and 
traveled throughout Asia and Europe 

Harem the sequestration of women and children in polygamous societies especially of 
Ottoman cultures. Harem’s were the object of many Orientalist fantasies. Term derives 
from Arabic “haram” 

Haram Arabic for sacred and therefore forbidden or hidden 

Hijab female head covering 

Khawal Egyptian male dancer tradition; derogatory term for homosexual 

Levant also known as Greater Syria, an historical vernacular territory covering northern 
Saudi peninsula on eastern Mediterranean Sea and including parts of modern day 
Turkey, Lebanon, Israel, and Jordan. The term is used today by historians and 
archeologists 

Middle East formerly called the “Near East” is a vernacular reference with no agreed 
upon boundaries. According to Wikipedia it usually includes Iraq, Iran, the Arabian 
Peninsula, Israel, and the ‘stans—Pakistan, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, etc. It sometimes also 
includes about 20 other nations including North African nations as well as Turkey and the 
Caucasus 

Mahgreb derived from “Tamazgha” (Land of the Berbers), region of northern and 
western Africa including Berber nations 

Muhammad Ali Street formally known as the Street of the Artists when it was home to 
Egyptian dancers, musicians, and costumers 

Mulid (mawalid, sing.) pre-Islamic Egyptian saints-day festivals for which dancers and 
musicians were hired 

Nawar a separate branch of the Gypsies who migrated not into Europe (as did the 
Roma) but into Syria and North Africa 

North Africa home to the indigenous Berbers; Modern North African nations include 
Egypt, Tunisia, Morocco, Libya, Algeria. When American’s talk about bellydance, they 
are usually referring to dances that originated in North Africa, Lebanon, and Turkey. 

North Beach, San Francisco Middle Eastern club district in 1960s and 70s during 
America’s Golden Age of Bellydance 

Nubia archaic region including northern Sudan and southern Egypt 

Orientalism complex and paradoxical set of Western attitudes towards the East or 
Orient reflected in music, dance, art, architecture, and fashion in the 18th-20th centuries  

Ouled Nail a tribe of Algerian dancers 

Pasha archaic honorary title for a high ranking officers in Ottoman Empire 

Raqs Arabic for dance  

Raqs Beladi (Arabic for dance of the country or folk) the traditional folk dance and core 
rhythm of Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, and many other cultures of the region. Egyptian beladi 
dances are typically non-narrative, solo improvisations performed by women  

Raqs Sharqi (Arabic for Oriental or Eastern dance) An urban elaboration of beladi, 
sharqi usually refers to cabaret or classical solo dance. Costume is a long fitted dress—
or skirt and bra—and belt heavily embroidered with sequins and beads 

Raqs Shaabi (Arabic for dance of the people) urban Egyptian dance tradition 

Rom, Roma, Romani Native term for “Gypsy,” a population of people who trace their 
ancestry back to Punjabi region in India and who migrated through and settled in parts 
of the Middle East, North Africa, western Asia, Europe, and the Americas. Still also known 
by local and tribal names: Travellers in England; Gitano in Spain 

Sala Egyptian café  
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Schikhatt (sheikha, singular) Moroccan dancer 

SITA Solo Improvised dance grounded in Torso Articulations. SITA is a term coined by 
Iranian dance scholar Anthony Shay to designate a genre of dance widely practiced 
throughout North Africa, the Middle East, Central Asia, and the Mediterranean.  

Tahtib a mock combat dance typically performed by men using wooden staff that 
dates to Pharaonic times 

Tribal, Fusion, Gothic inspired by the visual excitement of ATS, these forms also draw 
from techno and gothic cultures. Currently plays on the edges of modern burlesque 

Usta manager of a group of dancers-for-hire from Muhammad Ali Street 

Zar Middle Eastern ritual healing ceremony and dance leading to trance or possession 

Zhagareet Middle Eastern ululation 

Zhagat, Sagat, Zills finger cymbals 

Zikr Sunni Muslim devotional recitations by individuals or groups remembering Allah 

8th Avenue, New York City Middle Eastern club district in 1960s and 70s during America’s 
Golden Age of Bellydance 

 


